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INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we are studying the claaa 

orientation of the Shiva S.na moveaent. By claaa 

orientation we mean (i) the economic condition in 

which the Shiva Sena -.terialized, (ii) its claaa 

antagonism and class sympathies in teras of both 

its ideology and practice, and (i11) the class of 

people who are attracted to it. This is our main 

problem. Other issues, such as to whether lt ls 

a movement or a party are tangential to our main 

problem. 
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This paper consists of five chapters. The 

first chapter deals with the theoretical orientations 

which may guide the study of social movements. In 

the second chapter we have tried to recapture the 

sequence of Shiva Sena activism from 1966 to 1972. In 

the third chapter we have given the policies and 

performance of the Shiva Sena, and suggested what could 

be the characteristics of the Shiva Sena. In the 

fourth chapter we examine the popular basis of the 

Shiva Sena, taking the voting pattern in Bombay 

Municipal elections of 1968 as an indicator of popularity. 

We have tried to see it in relation to linguistic 

break up of Greater Bombay, and also in terms of ita 

high, middle and low income breakup. The final chapter 

offers an analysis of our hypotheses baaed on the 

data presented. 

My hypotheses when I started studying the Shlva 

Sena were- (1) The Marathis generally tend to vote 

highly for Shiva Sena, {11) Recalling the various 

allusions, to fascism, I felt that the middle claaa 

element would be overwhelming in the Shiva Sena, 

(ill) If it is true that it is a right wing organization 

then even the Gujaratis should favour Shlva S.na to so•• 

extent, as they are the main commercial claas of Bombay, 

and (iv) The South Indians should not vote or offer any 

help to the Shlva Sena, as the latter's attack are 

consistently on the former. 
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My aain sources of information were newspapers 

and periodicals, as there are no full length books on the 

Shlva Sena. I am also indebted to certain political 

pamphlets which discussed the Shiva Sena. I conducted 

a number of interviews in connection with the Shiva Sena. 

The interviews were mainly to feel my subject. Some of 

them have been reproduced in this paper. For population 

totals I have made use of census tables, as also of 

occupational and industrial divisions. The relating of 

these to voting behaviour, is an approximation, as the 

wards for Municipal election are different from the census 

wards. We have collapsed as best as we could the former 

into the latter. 

Due to my ignorance of Marathi, I had to engage 

a translator to rlad some of the .. rathi language 

publications. A1 this was verY time coneualng, I have 

not been able to do justice to all the docuaentary 

sources of inforaation. Further ay etattetical method on11 

gives ae rough lndicatione, and realizing the liattattone 

of etatlstics I have only provided, ln this paper, the 

results as tendencies. 

The universe of this study was the district of 

Greater Bombay, and the sub-units were the ward1 of this 

city. On the whole I cannot claim total satisfaction ln 

the outcome of this paper, but I have tried to analyze 

the data available to me as best as I could in accordance 

with the resources at my command. 
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A word on the definition of Mlaaa. We have taken 

the term ;lass very broadly. It refers aot only to the 

essential dichotomy of bourgeoise vs proletariat, but 

also the levels of hierarchy observed in terms of 

'income levels'. 



CHAPTER ONj 

SQClAL MOVEMENTS AS AN ABEA,OF StypY 

§o;ial Mqvemtoja have been defined in various waya! 

with emphasis on different aspects of it. But Bruce 

Cameron2 perhaps places it moat succintly when he says 

"A social movement occurs when a fairly large number of 

people band together in order to alter or supplant some 

position of the existing culture or social order". The 

difficulties that arise with the definition of aoclal 
~ . 

movement are in mainta)ng the unambiguity of the terma 

involved. For inatance, terms such as the number of 

people involVed - to which no exact minimum or maximum 

can be assigned - or what 'p~tion of the culture' or 

1 I give some definitions below. 

Herbert Blumer defines social movementa as 'collective 
enterprises to establish a new order of lift "lroa Naw 
Oytlint Qf jba Pr1nc1plea of Socioloax. Barneatand Noble, 
New York. 1951. P•l• 

King defines a aocial movement aa a group venturing 
beyond a local co•munity, or a single event and involving 
a aystematic effort to inaugurate changea. "§q;lal Mqyeaenj 
J.D tbt United States, Hew Yorlc. Random House, 1956. p.27. 

Turner and Killian noted "the collectivity, which acts 
with some continuity, to promote or resist a change in·
society or group of which it is a part•. They emphasized 
the conservative characttr a1ao. ¥olltctive Behaylour. 
Englewood Cliffs N.J. Prentice Hall, 1957, p.308. Por a 
collective treatment of these stddlta see iocial Moye•anta 
by B. Mtlaughin. Free Press, New York, 1969. 

Toch defined it as "an effort by a lartenumbtr of 
people to solve collectivity a problem they have in common". 
Iht §oclal faYcholggx qf Mode:n MQYim!n~l· Bobbs Merril, 
1965, Indianapolis. · 

2 Wm. Bruce Cameron - Modern Sg;i11 Movaaants. Random House, 
New York, 1966. p.,. 
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the "social order" is sought to be reordered or supplanted 

is not specifically mentioned, but any aspect of human 

social life may be the target of a movement which demands 

mass social mobilization. The question of membership, or 

duties of members cannot be generalized. But the members 

of the movemont have a common norm~ an ideology to which 

thoy all identify with. Movements can be of various types, 

reactionary, revolutionary, ravisionist, revivalist and 

so forth. 

The problem arises when the issue of differences 

between political party and social movement is raised. 

Bruce Cameron1 does not clarify the issus. He says social 

movements may be political parties as a matter of histori

cal accident. I feel that this touches the crux of the 

definitional problem ~f social movement and does not 

solve it. ~he essential characteristic of social movements 

is that they are geared to a certain acc~mplishment. A 

certain nim in view. A social movement is essentially 

mas& ~obilizatton on any aspect ~r aspects of human social 

life and disintegrates on the accomplishment of its task. 

It may, however, agitate on a different issue, but that 

would be a different movement. A political party does 

not stand on any 1 ssu e a lone. It hopes to carry on its 

administration according to certain principles~ A political 

1 Bruce Cameron, op.cit. 

2 According to Max \':eber, Party is fOr capturing power, 
and once in power to stay in power see "Class, Status 
and Party" in lbeo:ries of Soc1e1iX• Ed. Parsons and 
Shils 
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party may incorporate certain movement like aspects, e.g. 

the literacy drive, but with the accomplishment of it, 

it dies off, but the party stays ~n. The movement is only 

a part, a component of a political party in such situations. 

On the other hand certain social movements 

gradually turn into political parties. This occurs when 

the issues for ''· hich they agitate are accomplished or 

turn obsolescent and the organisation of the movement 

takes on the task of achieving control of the administration 

It thenceforward tends to behave like a political party. 

Historically, Political parties are a much tater development. 

Movements are older in history. 

There are four theoretical possibilities in the 

study of social movement. We will exclude the more 

empirical1 approaches to the study of social movements. we 

will only consider the theoretical possibilities in the 

stUdy of social movements. The theo.p-etical orientations 
" 

relevant to the study of socia 1 movements are ~ i) function a 1-

1st view, in which we will also consider the value added 

approach Smelser~ (ii) Motivational factors and personality 

study approach, (iii) The social psychological, and 

(iv) The Marxian approach. 

1 In this category we put authors, such as Robert 
Hardgrave Jr. Selig Harrison, P. Irschik, Peter 
Spratt and also the v orks of Dr A.D. Ross. 

2 N. Saelser, Theotx of Collective Bebayiour. New York, 
Free Press. 1963. 
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Iht Puoctignal View: 

The functional view to the study of social movements 

should be seen in relation to social change. The framework 

of functionalism is more attuned to the maintenance of the 

social structure than to change it. For Parsons, the 

architect of structural functionalism, a social system is 

a system of action. It is made up of interactions of 

individuals. TheY are not chaotic but governed by nor•• 

which have a common standard which Parsons calls "standard 

of value orientat1on•. 1 There is a general consensus in 

relation to social norms and this consensus comes to be 

equated with social equilibrium. 2 This view is derived fro• 

Al6xis de Tocqueville in his studY of Democracy in Aaerica3 

in t be 19th century. 4 Further, according to E. Devereux Jr. 

Parsons clai•s that only societies exhibiting stability 

are worthwhile to be studied by sociologists. 

Societies are kept in a stable form by •two main 

classes of mechanism by which motivation is kept under 

1 See Kingsley Davis, Human Society. 1949. p.52-63. 

2 See I.L. Horowitz •consensus, Conflict and Cooperation• 
in Sxat•m•· Change tDd Cgoflict, ed. Deaarath and 
Peterson. Pree Press, New York. 1968. p.267. Also 
see T. ParsODt lbt Sac1al Sxstea GltnCQI• Free Press. 
19&1. p.507. The same view ls expressed more I 
categorically by Parsons in •Point of View of the Author• 
in Sgciglogical Ibtory of Ialcq\t Ptragn. Ed. Max Black. 
Cornell UniVersitY Publication. p.327. 

3 Alexis de Tocqueville - Dt•aczaqy in AmariS•• tr. H. Rowe. 
New York, Century and Coapany. 1899. Vol.l. p.398. 

4 Ed. by Max Black op.cit. 
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control for the continuing operation of the social systea. 
1 They are the mechanism of socialization and social control". 

How do the functionalist react to the problem 

of change "Endogenous change is seen as a variance from 

the dominant pattern which tends to resolve itself through 

institutionalization"2 and "social systems adjust gradually 

to change from outside•~ i.e. exogenous sources of change. 

Structural functionsim professes to go beyond the limits 

of pure organic functionalism, and as a matter of fact 

dynamics is inbuilt into it. 4 That is its cornerstone. 

As a matter of fact functionalism treats change 

as a departure from normal~y. •the integration of a set 

of common values patterns with tho internalized need 

disposition structure of the constituent personalitiea is 

the core phenomenon of the dynamic of social sYstem. That 

the stablity of any social system except the most evaneacent 

interaction process, ia dependant on a degree of auch 

integration may be aald to be the fundamental dynamic 

thereom of sociology. jt is a maJor paint of reference 

for 111 apalyals which claim tO be dynam1,•. 5 (Emphasis mine) 

1 I 0wa1d• a GtperaJ Tbegrx of Action. ad. Parson and 
Shila. Free Press. Glencoe. 19~1. p.227. 

2 Pierre L. Van den Bughe in •oialectics and Functlonflia••· 
American Sociological Review, October 1963. p.698. 

3 ibid. 

4 ibid. 

5 T. Parsons- Ibe Social System. Glencoe, Free Press. 19~2. 
p.44. 
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Change in a social system is seen, therefore, as a 

departure from stability. The stability of a so cia 1 system 

depends on the consensual absorption of value patterns, and 

instability depends on the variation from this pattern. 

Chan~e, therefore, is dependant to the degree the value 

patterns are not internalized. In the process of change the 

fissiparous tendencies which come into being tend to be 

institUtionalized in the long run. 1 In the functional 

theory change is seen as marginal to the system maintaining 

structure, and no mechanism is posited by Uhe functionalists 

which systematically make for deviance and change. 

ChanJe is also seen aS total adjustment within 

the system. Smelser& study on the IndUstrial Revolution2 

falls in this category. The Industrial Revolution iS seen 

as fitting because it sets the system in balance to 

make it appear thet all the system needed was the 

Industrial Revolution. That is he saYs to view change in a 

certain aspect as essential to complete a series of 

change taken place elsewhere, and change is even considered 

to be good when it is able to supply the functional pre

requisities of the system. This is his application of 

what he calls the value added approach. 3 

Th3 value edded approach goes about in defining 

1 P. Van den Berghe op.cit. p.695-696. 

2 Neil s,melser. §ocial Changg .in the logy~:t;tj.al ftavnluti.o.p. 
An aggli~ation of Iheory to 1ancash1;te Cotton Indus~rx 
1170-1842· Routledge and Kegen Paul Reprint 1965. 

3 See N. Smelser - Theo;tv of Collectiye Bgbayiou~. 
Routledge and Kagan Paul. London 1962. 
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different foras of collective behaviour and encompasses 

within ita acope concepta, auch at craze and panic. Writes 

Smelser 1 •Accord ing to the{logic of value added approach, 

any event or situation, in order to becoae a determinant 

of a collective epiaode, must operate within the limite of 

eatabtkhed by other determinant••••••••••••• In its 

aimpleat form, this approach involves the claim that 

there eitat empirical uniformities of sequence in the 

unfolding of an episode of collective behaviour •••••••••• 

The value added logic implies a temporal sequence of 

activation of determinanta, but any or all of these 

determinante may have existed for an indefinite period 

before ~ctivation•! The sequence of a value added approach 

is something like this. 

Structural conduciveness of the "stem -- strain --

Anxiety -- Precipitating factor -- hysteria --

Mob11izatlon.2 

In the course of mobilitation there is first 

craze, then panic then hostile outburat~ These find opea 

expression in thedevelopaent of a nor• oriented movement4 

and on a higher level value oriented movement~. Thla may 

not trouble ua at this stage. What ls laportant ls the 

fraaework by w~lch he studiea aoclal aobillzatlone. 

1 Nell Smelser. lbld. p.l8-19. 

2 lbld. p.l34. 

3 lbld. p.270. 

4 lbld. p.27t. 

5 lbld. p.313-316. 
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The value added approach as propoun~ed by 

Smelser is more in tha realm of pure methodology than 

theory. Our problem is with the generolity of his 

concepts sUch as structural conduciveness. precipitating 

factor, ate. 

Th£ theorY of nol1Pctiv~ behaviour gives us 

the sequence of social mobilization, and does not 

provide us w'th the exact social determinant~ of collective 

behaviour (in our case social ~obilization) other than 

on a very general lave!. Smelser's TheorY of Collective 

Behaviour ultimately ends up in being an Empirical 

generalization. 

_gg,ti'lat1onal and Pa;agna11·ey i~pgroach: 

Tha main focus of such studie$ are on the 

personalitY dispositions C~nd motivational factors of the 

1 &8 d e r s • a nd o f t h o s e w h o t a k e a n a c t i v e r o 1 e in soc 1 a 1 

movements. In these studies the emphasis is not on the 

sociological dimensions of the movement, such as social 

mobilization, social bases and goal of the movement, but 
v 
von personalitie~, adjustment end frustrations of 

individuals in the movement. 

G. A\mnnd 1 studies the motiv~til)nal patterns of 

thos, who a~e attractej to Communism. Some of the other 

studies which may be mentioned are the work of E. Hoffer~ 

1 G. Almond - The Apge~ 1 i of Communi sm. Ppi·nceton 
Press, Princeton University. 1954. 

?. E. Hoffer - Ibe !•Ye Btlieve•, New York. Harper. 1951. 
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who oeee the ottJ'aotton of tho&e who joln aoclol 

moveoonta at e feo11ng of togetheJ"neos cg&lnot the 

eaptlnesa of lndlvlduoll&od exhletonoe. Looenell~ fol" 

ln$tt~noe, diGcuosoa tho motivctlon of lncUvlduole who 

e:re orlentod politically ond fltlde thom related to 

childhood rep~eeotono, and ot:loleacent poeanolo, end 

other pot.h1og1ce1 choracterl&tlce such oe slbllng 

•tvoli'Y• th• empbasle tends to be to'Oirda abnormality 

end pathology of tboao ~bo portlclpate ln such 

movemento. Po l'lovo aloo tbo vtowa of Gordon o. Allport2 

and of tt.r. t1oore3 on tho compoaltlon of polltlcal 

attttudea. publlohed atgntt1contly for tbe first tlmo 

ln the •Journal of Abonormol Psychology• (~mphaals mlne). 

Allport fG~ lnstnnco• aho a1ehos to measure the 

motlvatlon of otyptcel oplnlon 1n a cortaln group soya• 

Jt ts suggostod that ot.yp!co 1 Gxtre""l! ste are octua ted 

tn their tbtn~lng by portlolly &GDEI'ild tm9tiono1 

dz~XIt•4 What thoeo repreeaed emotional drlvee are 

la not. explained. 

1 H. Lasswell!. fiiGbQpG&bologx ood,Rgllt1QI• Chlcogo. 
Chicago University Press. 1930. 

2 See T. ~cormack. ~SY4Ita.an,Sgalol ~AY•m•D'• 
op.clt. p.75. 

3 lbtd. 
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Radicals attitude for instance indicates a more basic 

personality deviance in these studies as suggested by 

Macormaek. 1 . Lasswell, whom we have noted before goes to 

the extent of ~starting with the assumption that political 

behaviour is a displacement of unresolved conflicts 

originating in infancy, and seeks to explain all 

''2 political behaviour as unadjusted behaviour. 

Transce~ding vo:iology the emphasis is on personality 

st1·Ucture. The· studios as we have seen are rna inl y 

confined to (i) the parano~d and psychopathical propensity 

of leaders and ledt and (ii) the insecurity and deprivation 

(cause unspecified) by those participating in Social 

Movements. ,Tha main flaw with this form of study is as 

Mclaughlin remarks of the study of Hofstaden, 3 fails to 
4 

"provid~ the total explanation of the origin of such movement: 

To make it clearer I would add that the social basis of 

the movements are left almost totally unspecified. 

The social psychological view of movements consists 

of a variety of forms. Here, the ~ocia~f 

movements are not left unspecified. To illUstrate this, --------
1 ibid. p.79 .. 

2 ibid. p.7t. 

3 Pa,anoiq §i~lo iD AmetiQa Poli~i~!· p.l09. Ed. Mclaughlin 
ibid. 

4 ibid. p.70. 
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we will begin with John Davis. 1 Davis~ study deals with 

mass psychology and his framework tells us that with rising 

expectations fanned by improving economic conditions, and 

with a sudden falls in production or a 'slump', various ----M-
possibilities of a ravolut1on amerge. In Davis• own words& 

"Revolutions are most likely to occur when a prolonged 

period of objective economic and social development is 

followed by a short period of uharp reversal. Tho all 

important effect on the ;ninds of the poopll) iu a particular 

societY is to produce during the for~er period, an 

expectation of continued ability to sutisfy naods - which 

continue to rise high and during the latter a uontal state 

of anxietY a frustration whgn manifest reality b?eakg away 

from anticipated reality. The actual lev~l of social 

economic development ic 1£1: Gignlf!,an\~ (emphasis mine) 

than the expectuti~n that past progress now blocked can 

and must continue in future"• 2 Revolutions are defined by 

him as •violent civil disturbance that causes the 

displacement of the ruli~g group by another that has a 

broader popular base for support". 3 Hence he equates 

American Revolution of 1775 with Dorr•s rebellion of 1842 1 

with Russian Revolution of 1917 with Egyptian Revolution 

of 1952. 4 

1 J. Davis wrowards a TheorY of Revolution" p.85. Ed. 
B. Mclaughlin. ibid. 

2 ibid. p.86 

3 ibid. 

4 ibid. p.89. 
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We disagree with Davies' view. He ignores the 

fact that in a society such as those in the capitalist 

set up, the system may itself diSplay chronic instability 

within it. The wall street crash, the all too often 
1! 

economic recessions are examples of it. The mass psychologyL 

thus dependant on the structural contbra4n~s of the society, 

a fact which Davies ignores. Further if Davis' theory 

is accepted then one may say that whe~,eer~there is no 

rise in expectations the chances of revolution would be 

closed. But this iS fals~fied by the evidence of both the 

Chinese and Cuban Revolutions. 

Another variant in the social psychological 

approach is the theory of innovation as formulated by 
.,.,~-....--· ·----~---·--· . ' 

Schmupeter. 1 According to this theory, the sources of 

change are located in the marginal individUals who have 

not been accommodated within the sYstem. Sehumpeter used 

this to study a variety of subjects including technological 

and enterprenurial change and innovation. 

Marcuse in his own studies has to some extent 

made improvements in this theory. Unlike Schupeter, he 

does not, however, generalise but restricts his theory to 

advanced industrial nations such as the u.s.A. and the 

developed countries of Europe. 

Briefly, ·the is essentially a Marxist.,. Marcuse 

finds that the Proletariat of America and the Advanced 

1 J. Schempeter. J:he .. TheorY of Ecg.n.2m1c Developmenj;. 
Cambridge Mass 1934. p.66 and pp.74-75. 
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Industrial world have, in general, lost their revolutionary 
(! 

ardour, and have co-opted for the sYstem. This is how 

he explains the advanced world of u~s.A. "The Advanced 

Industrial Societies is capable of containing qualitative 

changes in the foreseeable future" 1 and with the growing 

integration of industrial societies, these categories 

(individual, class, etc.) are losing their critical 

connotation". And in these circumstances opposition is 

concentrated among the outsiders within the social order". 2 

And who are those who carry revolutionary potency? They 

are for the United States "the underprivileged •••••••••• in 

particular national and racial minorit1es •••• ~3 and in the 

privileged class, not the technician who are the "favourite 

child of the· establishment, but the students oppos1tion.4 

Taking the example of student movement he saysa "I hold 

to-days' students to be a decisive factor of transformation, 

surely not as I have been reapproached as an immediate 

£evolutionary force, but as one of the strongest factors, 

1 h 5 one that can perhaps become a revolut onary force. 

~ ~reuse, who develops his insight both from Frued 

and Marx tends to believe that civilisations impose on the 

civilized a repressive culture, a phylogenetic manifestation 

1 Marcu se "One Dimenamia 1 Mft»• ..RQVJtJ:~~~ and Keg an Paul 
London. 1964. p. xv. 

2 ibid. p.xiv. 

3 H. Marcuse. 5 Lectures op.cit. p.84. 

4 ibid. p.as. 

5 ibid. p.83. 
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from which the ontogenetic1 (individUal) sample cannot 

escape. The individual can be rescaed from the· phylogenetic 

contraits insomuch as the constraint ·itself can be 

transformed into the non-repressive culture. "The 

evolution of civilisation is based on suppression, 

limitation and repression of sens~al instinctive w1shes"2 

writes Marcuse. "To substantiate this view, Marcuse 

notes "hitherto existing culture has been organised in 

the form of domination insofar as social needs have been 

determined by the interests ot ruling groups at any given 

time •• •••• contemporary civilisation has developed social 

wea 1 th to a point where that remunciations and burdens 

placed on individuals seem more and more unnecessary. 3 

-
On phylogenetic culture he writes "CultUre is sublimation, 

postponed and methodically controlled satisfaction the 

struggle for existence, scarcity and cooperation all 

compel renunciation in the interest of security ••••• and 

the social content Of overcoming pleasuri'lprinciple 

through reality principle is of transforming him {man) from 
tt4 a subject object of pleasure to a subject object of work. 

Further, the characteristic of one dimensional society 

is the integration of the dominated class on a very real 

and material basis - a controlled and repressed consciousnes 

on the basis of controlled and satisfied needs. 5 

1 See H. Marcuse E[2S & Civiliaation, Allen Lave. London. 
1970. 

2 H. Marcuse. 5 Lectures op.cit. p.3. 

4 ibid. p.5. 

5 H. Marcuse. 5 Lectures. p.84. 
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These repressions give rise to a draam in order 
1~0,1)'1' 

of things - p~antasW- which Marcuse like Mannhei~l calls 

the Utopia• and uses this to challenge the fatalistic 

attitude towards social change. He says that "Social 

TheorY is conce~ed with the historical alternatives which 

haunt the established society as subversive tendencies and 

forces". 2 He justifies the existence of Utopia for ,:he 

feels it is realizable. According to him, "It may be less 

irreaponsible today to depict an• Utopia that has real 

basis than to defame as Utopia conditions and potentials 
113 that have long become realizable possibilities. The 

Utopia which is the ideas of change have maximum revolutionarY 

possibilities if related as Mannheim would say,· "to historical 

dynamism - the Weltenschaung; must be studied from within 
4 a weltenschaung". And as Marcuse would say in order to 

define optimal possibilities "development must be within 

reach of respective societies, theY must be definable goals 

of practice•. 5 Marcuse throughout his later works has 

consistently seen this relationship between Marx and Freud, 

and has added richness to both. This study gives us a 

variety of explanatory categories and generates hypothesis 

which in itself is worthy of further study. 

---------------------------------··--·-~--------------------------
1 K. Mannheim- Ig~2~x and Utop1i (Trans. L. Wirth E.Shils) 

New York. Harcourt Brace. Utopia according to him is a 
complex of ideas directed at changing the existing order. 

2 H. Marcuse. One Dimen*ional Man. p.xii. 

3 P.43. ~ LecturiJi• op.cit. 

4 K. Mannheim - ~sa~xs QD Sgciology_of Kngwl~d9A• Routledge 
and Kegan Paul. 1968. p.l4. 
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The Marxian Approach: 

Our next step quite naturally is Marxism. Marxism 

is what is known as dialectical materialism in contrast to 

plain idealist dialectic of Hegel. Marx himself makes the 

position clear when he says "My dialectical method is not 

only different from Hegelian, but its direct opposite. 

To Hegel, the life process of the human brain, i.e. the 

process of thinking, which under the names of ~he idea• 

he even transforms into an independent subject, is the 

demiurgos of the real world, and the real world is only 

the external, phenomenal form of the idea, with me on the 

contrarcy, the ideal is nothing else than the material 

world refelected by the human mind, and translated into 

forms of thought!'1 

The basis of society for Marx is the mode of 

production and the production relations into which a man 

enters, and history, i.e. material history, is founded on 

the different stages of development of the modes and 

relationships of production. Marx writes1 

"In the social production which man carry on they 

enter into definite relations that are indispensable and 

independent of their will, these relations of production 

correspond to a definite stage of development of their 

material powers of production. The sum total of these 

relations of production constitute the economic structure 

of the society - the real foundation on which rise legal 

1 Karl Marx. ~!Al Vol. I (Moscow Foreign Languages " 
Publishing House, 1954. p.l9.) 
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and political superstructures and to which correspond 
.,,1 

definite forms of social consciousness •••••••• 
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'he above paragraph relates to two important points 

in Marxism. (i) Marx regards as basis of society the mode 

of production and relations of production, and (ii) he regards 

social consciousness as manifestations of the modes of 

production. Marx, therefore, on re-examining the views of 

Hegel comes to the exact opposite conclusion when he 

notes that "It is not the consciousness of men that 

determines their existence, but on the contraryy their 

social existence determines their consciousness."2 In 

the preface to Capital, Marx writes "I was led by my 

studies to the conclusion that legal relations as well as forms 

of state, could neither be understood by themselves, nor 

axplained by the so called general progress of the human 

mind, but they are rooted in the :natarial conditions of 

life •••••••• 1/J In the Cgmmunia.i Maoifa.a.ta he wrote "the 

histo~y of all hitherto existing societies is the history 

''4 of class struggle thereby giving us to understand that 

"at a certain stage of development the material fo~ces of 

production in society come in conflict with the existing 

relations of production or - what is but a legal expression 

for the same thing - with the property relations they had 

been at work before~ From forms of development forces of 

production these relations turn into fueir fetters. There 

comes a period of social revolution: \Vith the Change of 

1 

2 

3 

4 

K. Marx ~ont,ibutign-tQ thg Qrit~ue of PglitJcal Ecgnomy. 
Chicago. H. Kerr and Co. 1904. p.ll). 

ibid. p.ll. 
\J)l;43S)-tN(J6'N7 L2•/ .DIS~J . ) 

T. Bottomore & Rubel Ed. Kart Ma4!-~electgg Writing 1n 
§g~iolggy apg Sg~tal-Eb11~a~~ni· Mcgraw Hill London.l964 

KaJ4l_Mu:.x, .. £Qmmun1st..Manifa§tg, Scientific Socialism Series 
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\f the economic foundation the entire superstructure 1s 

1 more or less rapidly transformedK• 

Marx is rightly koown as the prophet of revolution 

and social change. His exhortation to the workers in the 

&Qmmunist.Map1i~i~2 to break the bonds of bourgeoise 

capitalism and march towards communism illustrates this 

fact. His revolutionary beliers lie in the very core of 

dialectical materialism as propounded by him. He writes 

"ln its rational form it (dialectic) is a scandal and 

abnomination to bourgeoidon and its doctrinairre 

professors, because it includes in its comprehension an 

a ffi:r.ma t ive recognition of the ex !sting state of things, 

at the same time also, the recognition of the negation 

of that state; of its inevitable breaking up, because it 

regards everY historically developed social form as in fluid 

movement, and• therefore, takes into account its transient 

nature qgt !ftS§ than its momentary existence, because i~ 

lets nothing impose upon it, and it is 1n its ~ssgn'~ 

critical 
,, 2 

and revolutionary. (emphasis mine). 

According to 3 anothar author, "Marx's proposition 

is a critical one implying that the prevailing relation 

between consciousness and social existence is a false one, 

that must be overcome before the true relation comes to 

light. The truth of the materialistic thesis is that it is 

1 

2 

3 

K Marx. Critique. op.cit. P•ll. 

~.!.la.l Vol.I {Moscow• Foreign Languages, Publishing 
Ho'lS e. 1954. p.20.). 

H. Marcuse, RtUHi?D and.fievqlution. 2nd ad. (Boston Beacon 
Press 1954) pp.273-74. 
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to be fulfilled through negations•. According to Marx 

"the form of civilizations have not fully matured, as 

once a society reaches this stage, revolutionary changes in 

lt become in~ispensable. Such changes according to him 

progressively overcome the degrees oi alienation of human 

beings who enter into various relationships of production. 

The alienation is to be finally resolved with a revolutionary 

movement which will overthrow the capitalist structure ~ 

society, and march towards communism. Communism is not just 

a dreem~in order of things but the actual phase necessary 

for the next stage of historical development in the process 

of human emanicipation and recovery•, 1 Recovery from what? 

II 

Recovery as a matter of fact from everything which appears in 

112 
the workorsas an aativ1ty of alienation, of estrangment. 

of the alienation of workers in a bourgeois society where 

"the more the worker spends on himself, the more powerful 

the alien objective world becomes which he creates over 

. 
himself 1 the poorer he himself - his inner world - becomes •• ; 

1 Karl Marx and Frederich En~el. tb~-~~~man ldeglogy 
New York Internind Publishers. 1960. p.ll4. 

2 Karl fkrx ssonomi£ ~nd Philojonbic M~nuscr1R£G gf 184~. 
Moscow Foreign Languages Publishing House. 1961. p.83. 

3 ibid. p.7o. 
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Thie proCess bog1na with the separation of men from thel~ 

means of prOdUction - their source of sustenance. Marx 

finds the man, the worker aa less belonging to himself, for 

he 11 separated from hls human qualities and •he no longer 

feels himself active in any but hla animal function eating• 
1 drinking and procreating. 

Marcuae • alm1larlty with Marx ts very pronounced• 

especially in areas of human ~lienatlon• nnd the non

fata11st1e condition of social form. Marouse write& of 

Marx, "l!arx .. •• ••••• •• refused to limit truth to a particular 

glven"t ho firmly believed that the potent1allt1es of men 

end thlngo are not exhausted in tho g1v·en forms and relations 
2 !n 1.1hich tboy mny actually appear. 

ne sympathise with the Uarxlst approach as we agree 

w1th hlm where he tries to discover the various potential 

forme of human life• as he seeks to locate change, in 

society, and p~ov1de& us ~1th directions and mechanisms of 

change. He inVestlgatea social reality• and determines the 

so•iel bases of probable negations. Also his linking up 

of idealist reality, to existential reality, make even an 

-inconsi~uous ~ _Qnt1ty such as ideology, religion, values, 

beliefs ln short kno~ledge, amenable to aoc1olog1eel analysis, 

and hence not unapproachable for scientific study. 

In the pegoa that follow we have tried to study tho 

~hlva Sena movement for a ~arxlan framework. Let it be 

l ibld. p.7~l. 

2 L~rcuse op.clt. p.ll3. 
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understood, however, that while we are being f~ithful to 

Marx, we may at tho explorative stage in which this papor 

is, not be able to relate all the facts to the theories 

postulated hy Marx. This may be so because starting from 

a Marxian approach, we are putting more emphasis on the 

actual social bases or the movement rather than trying 

to explicate the ent,.ret,y of th., Marxist theory. This is 

because of the limited nature of the study itself. Our 

examiation at this stage is only exploratory •• 

Nsvertheless, the Marxist Sociology has helped 

us to identify the vari~us variables for this study. We 

have tried to see the exisentlal bases of the ideology 

of the ShiVa Sena; we have tried to understand the class 

orientation of its ideologyr we have examined the demographic 

base of the movement in Bombay on linguistic, professional 

and class (roughly income) criteria. And, finally, the 

causes for the structural strains in the system that lead 

to the emergence of social movement. 
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CHAPT§R TWO 

IHE SHIVA SENA AS A SOCIAL MOVEMENI 

The regional outlook of the Shiva Sena can be traced 

in contemporary history to the Samayukta Maharashtra Samithi. 

The Samayukta Maharashtra Samithi fought for an unilingual 

state of Maharashtra started in November 1955 and lasted till 

September 1959, when the Congress decided to form the state 

of Maharashtra. Acharya P.K. Atre started the Daily 

Maratha· in 1955 whiCh was to serve as a mouthpiece for the 

movement. 

Bal Thackeray, the leader of the Shiva Sana movement, 

during the early and middle fifties was a cartoonist in the 

Free Press Journal and was drawing anti-Samayukta 

Maharashtra Samithi cartoon~ In 1957 he did a number of 

cartoons for the ~ailY Ma~atha. He left the D~ilx Msraths 

in 1959, and started a cartoon weekly in Marathi called 

the Msrm&k. The main reason why he left the Free Press 

was that he had the feeling that he was being persecuted 

by South Indians! A feeling which probably never left him, 

and was later to orient the activity and ideology of the 

Sbiva Sena. 

1 How did it grow by a Bombay journalist- Ma1D&t~aim 
6.4.1968. 
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Bal Th&Xeray comes from a politically active family. 

His father, Sitaram Thackeray, was a leader of The Non

Brahmin movement in Maharashtra, a movement supported by 

high Marathi castes! by Princes and Landlords. It was 

essentially a clash between urban middle class Brahmins and 

the rural rich. The movement was both anti-British and 

anti-Congress and lasted till roughly the first three 

decades of this century. In 1930; Keshavrao Jedha 1 one of 

the strong men of the party joined the Congress, which 

brought aboUt a cOllapse in the movement. K. Sitharam 

Thackeray retained his views to the last. 

There are atleast three different versions for the 

origin of the Shiva Sena and it would be difficult to 

separate the apocryphal from the fact. One version claims 

the Shiva Sena to be an instrument of the C.I.A., the 

other version somewhat related claims that the Shiva Sena ia 

an instrument of the capital! sts and monopol1sts2 in India, 

while the third view states that it arose from a definite 

grievance of the Marathi people, as the ShiVa Sena itself 

claims, and much of the strength of popularity of it 

depends perhaps on the populist appeal of Msrmit! 

Any·one Of the three may be true not necessarily 

with the exemption of the other two. The first two views may 

only lead as to a conspiracy theory, which is fruitless for 

examining the social base of the movement. VIe shall, 

1 Thackeray belonged to C.K.P. - Chandraseni (King Chandra 
Seni who ruled in the 18th century). Kayastha Prabhu. 
(A Feudal title). 

2 See any of the CPI pamphlets Ql\ Shiva Sena mentioned in 
the Bibliography. 

3 K.K. Ga~gadharan "Shiva Sena". Seminar. March 1972. 
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therefore, not prejudge the issue at such 

~e name, Shiva Sana, was first sponsored 

an early stage. 

by Acharya P. K. 

l 

Atre. He intended it to be a voluntary organisation to 

work against bootleggers and against vandalism. Needless 

to say it did not materialize. On 19th June 1966, the 

Shiva Sana was formed. The four open actists and leaders 

were Manohar Joshi -- who used to conduct private coaching 

classes, Pramode Navalkar, employed in Mekennon Mackenzie, 

and Dutt" Salve - whose origins are obscure. It is said 

he was a bootlegger of Dadar. Not to mention Bal Thaekeray 

who was the editor of ~mik and was made the Pramukh of 

the Shi va Sena. 

The Shiva Sena is a fluid organization. We do not 

think that this is due to the early stages of formalization 

of the movement. Though ideologically the Shiva Sena may 

have progressed through certain stages, its structure has 

remained the same. Complete control and decision making 

is dominated by Ba! Thackeray. He is the Pramukh and he 

appoints Shaka (Branch) Pramukhs, and dismisses them at 

will. The Shakha Pramukhs are not given important 

positions in the party and are drawn mainly from the grass 

root or local level and normally do the work of mobilizing 

people on any issue which ihiva Sena decides upon. No 

elections are held to the offices of the Shiva Sena, no 

formal meetings held to formulate policy deciiions, and no 

balance sheet of accounts presented. In these ways it 

approximates a secret society. Even in their Trade Union 
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Wing, the Bharatiya Kamgar Sena, they apparently maintain 

no records, no membership lists or any such documents. 

The information is generally given ~erbally but there are 

no ~ecord s t ote sti fy to 1 t. 

Till 1966, those who wanted to join the Sh!va 

Sena had to sign a 22-line handbill in whichit was 

stated that the pers~n will pledge to work for the 

Jupliftment of Maharashtra State, of Marathi culture and 

will be proud of it. He would not eat at Udipi restaurants~ 

and would purchase only from Marath~ Shopkeepers and have 

business deals only with Mahrashtrians. He would not eat 

at Udipi (Kamnadero) hotels and will strive to inculcate a 

spirit of co-operation and harmony among Maharashtrians. 

Further, he would strive to see that the Maharashtrian 

gets a priorty in all jobs, government or private. 

The Shiva Sena is a regional movement and notall 

India in its scope. This does not mean that it is anti-

national or s~ccessionist, though in actual practice it 

tends to work towards that. However, the Shiva Sana leaders 

have been at great pains to emphasize this by taking the. 

D.M.K. and communists to task as examples of anti-nationalism 

Contrary to popular belief, the Shiva Sena is not 

dead. 1 No doubt its strength is somewhat depleted, but 

1 t still has con Sid era ble strength. It 1 s doubtfu 1 whether 

it will come up with the same vigour as of old. The 

political and power structure has left the Shiva Sena 

1 Shiva Sena has 38 members in the Corporation of 140. 
One M.L.A., one M.L.c. In 1971, Legislative Assembly 
Election, Shiva Sena secured 190,827 votes. 
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qutt• be~eft of 1nstltutlonal oupport. Though we botlove 

that. lf thoro a:re any eoclal booee ln tho movomont. lt la 

not ol'nd1C&ted ond, thGreto:ret rooy cone up agoln, qult.e 

pl'obobly ln o different fo~. 

Shlvo nono. otn:rto i tc actl"e poll tlcol cal"oel' on 

30th October 1966 ~hen ln a public oeotlng bold by them, 

Bal Tbahco!ro.v oald thot tho Jbt.va Sona would oppoae tba 

toenyukto Uobaracbtwa S&olthl tn the coming 196? General 

Gltct.ton. tho Sot®yukt.a tlnbnraebt~a Saotthl wae ref'oroed 

ln 1066 ofter o 6•voar period of quloecenco. lt cae formed 

fol" (l) renolvlno cyeore-tmhtu.•aehtzoa border dispute, and 

(ll) lt fGught for on unltv of the leftlat forcoe fo• the 

dovolopoont of t~harashtro. 1 

Tho Shiva Sena opposedV.tt. Krlsbna Cenon ln 

u.a. Doobay Conot.ltuency and supported s.a. Darve, e 

former t.c.a. offtclol and a ~on9raos candldate.2 In 

Control Domboy, theY opposed s.A. aon~e ond supportod 

l:t~rloh tohlndra (Olwoc:tor of rtoh!ndre and r~~blndn ). In 

Oo~tb.~eot Domb~y, they e~oportecl t~dhu ~ebto, Dwatontra, 

aoalnat M.G. Go~bale, o I'Unn!no ~ate of Uenon. In Uouth 

Dombcy, they WOI'kGd for G.K. Patll ogaln&t George Fernendee. 

A_,e!nst Achcryo P.K. 1\ti'Ot they GUpPOI"ted B.C. t:oobe 1 a 

J:1n rangb condldate. It r:as rovenled, tbortforo, that the 

1· Goo oonJe, ~xa §tn~.aod Iht D;;~nv BIO~I• c.P.l. 
t1ew Delhi. Plhl0•14. 

2 t.G. Dharvo thanked Dol tbockeroy fOr the OUpport 
U"tendod to t\lo. !:l'rmit• t1nreh 26 1 1967. p»23. 
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Shiva Sena had a strong anti-leftist bias and would extend 

support to any shade of rightism to oppose a leftist union. 

In 1968, the Bharat1ya Kamgar Sena; the Trade Union 

\'ling of the Shiva Sena was born. In the Bombay Municipal 

Elections of 1968, the Shiva Sena secured 42 seats out of 

140. 1 They were in an alliance wit~ the P.s.P. Together 

theY poAed 4 lakh 55 thousand votes. During the years 1966 

to 1968 the Shiva Sena gained immense popularity and there 

were a large number of demonstrations and meetings held, 

which according to reports were well attended. Their anti

Communist front was also getting a stronger colouration. 

On 30th December 1'968 theY burnt an effigy of Mao Tse Tung. 

TheY were supported by the Swa ta ntra Party and Manu 

ChandUsama of Swatantra said that theY would join the Shiva 

Sena to fight communism. 2 In the meantime it also gained 

the title of Ku l.lU)( Klan. 3 

The Shiva Sena had all along stressed and kept up 

the anti South Indian line. It has already been mentioned 

aboVe that they gave it a symbolic content when they 

pled~ed not to eat in South Indian restaurants. On August 1, 

1967, the Shiva Sena brought out an English Language 

brochure, phiva S~na Speaks, to combat some of the criticisms 

levelled against it by some parties and ,some of the 

1 In 1972 there were 4 defections to the Congress. 

2 Times of India - 30.!2.1968. 

3 Times of India - 26.9.1967. 
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newspapers. In this it declared itself against rabid 

communalism of the South Ind1ans. 1 In their !eiiDik 

issues they have kept up the same trend, and attacked 

South Indians sometimes for their alleged communalism 

as mentioned above, and at others for their alleged 

leftist leanings.· In one of the issues it said, HTo 

speak frankly every South Indian is a communist ••• It is 

not just a question of competition, and the procurement 

of jobs in the ec~nomic field. It is a matter of communist 

plotting to mortify people from various regions •••••• 

{communism) is avidly supported by the newspapers and 

journals edited by South lndians.H2 A fasc1m1le of a 

letter threatening to murder a South India was reproduced 

by the Free Press Journal on 15th August 1967. On 27th 

December, the Giri Kanjar Union office at Parel, an INTUC 

stronghold was attacked and the furniture and official 
. 3 records were burnt by the Shiva Sena, and a year later 

they cel~bratgd its anniversary. 

On the 30th January 1969, the Shiva Sena took up 

~he border issue. By the end of 1968 theSamayukta Maharashtra 

Samithi virtually collapsed when c.P.I. walked out of it 

on grounds that the border issue was not a good base 

for a long term struggle. Till before this, the Shiva Sena 

were against taking any stand beneficial t~ theSamithi, and 

were critical of 1t. ~hen the Samithi organized a 

1 Shiva Sena Speaks. p.l6. 

2 Ma rm i k , May 14 t 1 96 7 • 

3 Dange - Shiva Sena and Bombay Riots. p.2. 
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demonstration when Chavan arrived on December 10, 1967, 

the JiaRMI~.slandered it. On 22nd January 1969, Bal 

Thackeray was rePorted to be especially concerned about 

JBelgam and wanted it to be included in Maharsshtrt, and 

a letter preventing the entry of any Minister from the 

Centre was issueci by the Shiva 1 Sen a. Thackerary said 

on 2nd FebrUarY that help would be given to the Peasants 

2 and Workers Party and the s.s.P. on the border issue. 

This is the period in which the Shiva Sena reached 

its height in activism. On 7th February there was a pl~n 

Jto block Morarjee Desai's entry to Bombay. 

On 8th FebruarY there was a big demonstration in 

Bombay and it is said that two Shiva Saniks threw themselves 

prostrate and blocked the passage of Morarjee Desai's 

carl and were injured in the process. The Police 

Commissioner of Bombay held up Morarjee's car in contra

vention to norms, and allowed the Shiva Saniks to present 

a memorandum to him. And at the same time riots and 

looting started in Dadar, near Mahim Bus Depot square. 

Police used tear gas shells and there was also a lathi 

4 charge to disperse the people. The Shiva Saniks are•alleged 

to have burnt eity Light Cinema Hall and a police station. 5 

Bal Thackeray was arrested and kept in Yerewada Jail under 

1 Times of India. 23.1.1969. 

2 Times of India. 3.2.1969. 

3 Maharashtra Times. 8.2.1961. 

4 Maratha. 18.2.1969 

5 Navashakti. 12.2.1969. 
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Preventive Detention Act. The riots lasted till the 11th 
I 

of February, for four full days. Reports on 12th February 

said that the riots were coolingoff. Total number of 

people arrested came to 3,400 and 44 had died during the 

disturbance. Another 293 were injured in police firing, 

stoning and &y lathies, etc• Assets and industrial 

production worth 1~ crores were badly damaged. The 

estimated time period to rna ke it up is 10 years. In the 

last two days of the riots 52 textile mills and 3,000 other 

factories were closed. Municipal Transport buses and 

assets damaged were to the tune of b.l crore. Buses had 

stopped plying during the riots and they lost an 

estimated income of Rs.36 lakhs a day (Mahara shtra Times 

of 9th February reports that 14 buses were burnt in one 

day). Western Railway suffered a loss of r.s.l.25 crores. 

~ About 50 hotels were looted and maximum damage incurred by 

South Indians. Cars and Taxis were burnt and 500 other 

stalls and stores were looted. This iS all very surprising 

even after 18,000 policemen were on duty. 1 On the lOth ' 

of February the Central Government Police Force was brought 

to Bombay, 2 and the riots gradually came up to an end. 

This was the most intense mass activity organised 

by the Shiva Sena. Nath Pal and Gorge Fernandes3 requested 

the release of Bal Thackeray. Nath Pal of P.s.P. was overtly 

and vocally supporting Thackeray (an outcome of the alliance>. 

1 Navashakti. 11.2.1969. 

2 Navashakti. 13.2.1969. 

3 Navashakti. 11.2.1969. 
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and demanded his release accusing vested interests who 

were st~andering Thackeray. He also demanded a supreme 

court hearing. 1 Mr Y.B. Chavan at Sangli was pained by 

the riots. 2 Madhok said it was an act of divisive forces, 3 

and the Congress Working Committee decided to meet in the 

same week to review the Bombay cr1s1s,4 and Pramukh 

Thackeray called for Peace from Yera'i/·ada Jail saying that 

at any costs our struggle should not be allowed to be 

exploited by the Communists. 5 Both Morarjee Desai< and 

Y.B. Chavan who were directly affected by tile riots 

promiSed to send a report to the Prime Minister~ The border 

issue was, however, kept alive though the Sh1va Sena kept 

low. It did not join the Peasants and Workers Morcha and 

its announcement added that they would silently support 1t.7 

On 25th April 1969 Tha~ary said he would seek reven~e 

for 8 the Shiva Sena blood that was spilt. 

The P.s.P. and Shiva Sena alliance started breaking 

up, and almost came to a head in a Corporation Debate in May, 

1 Maharashtra Times. 14.2.1969. 

2 Free Press J ourna 1. 11.2.1969. 

3 Times of lnd ia. 11.2.1969. 

4 Free Press. 12.2.1969. 

5 Free Press. 12.2.1969. 

6 Times of India. 11.2.1969. 

7 Times of lnd ia. 24.3.1969. 

8 Times of India. 25.4.1969. 
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1 over the renaming of a street. · On 12th May according to 

Times of India report, Thackeray issued a deadline till 

November 1st, for solving the border issue. On 25th July 

Thackerary led a procession on the Belagam issue, and he 

warned that there would be a Telengana type struggle. During 

the whole of the yoar of 1969, the Shiva Sena was very active 

on the border issue, and on 29th December Thackerary said 

that the Shiva Sana may have to take to the streets once 

again and stage in bigger show than February's. The Shiva 

Sena organized a Bombay Bundh on March 2, 1970. 

From 1970, defections came up in the Shiva Sena 

ranks, Mr Lone and 1,100 Shiva Saniks joined the Congress. 2 

This was the fir.st instance of defection from Shiva Sena; ,. 
thereafter it mounted and K.K. Shah, the Union Health ,_ 

Minister welcomed the defection, saying it would help 

workers un1ty. 3 

In the legislative assembly by,...election which came 

up because of Krishna Desai's murder in 1970, the Shiva 

Sena defeated Mrs Krishna Desai< 1,679 votes and 

Mr Vasentrao Mahadik was elected. This victory was 

regarded as a major one for it fought in the Parel 

constituency, a CPI stronghold. Mrs Desai< was supported 

by Congress (R), the P.s.P., the C.P.I.(M) and the S.S.P. 

Vasantrao Mahadek was supported by Shiva Sena, Congress (0) 

and Swatantra. 4 

1 Times of India. 7.5.1969. 

2 Times of India. 19.7.1969. 

3 Times of India. 23.7.1970. 

4 Amrit Bazaar Patrika. 8.7.1970. 
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After the Congress split the Shiva Sena took an 

anti-Congress (R) stand. In the 19.71 mid term poll, the 

Shi va Sen a opposed a 11 Con9re ss ( R.) c~ ndida te s. In North 

~·Jest Bombay 'they supported General Cariappa, known for 

being a South India'le In. South Bombay they supported No..vel 

Tata. In North-East Bombay, Shanti Patel, a Congress (0) 

candidate,- a Central North Bombay they supported the 1r own 

candidate, Manohar Joshi and in Central East theY supported 

Dutte Pradhan, a former Member of Jana Sangh. They all lost. 

Manohar Joshi, .a fOrmer Member polled one lakh 46 thousand 

votes and Pradhan 75,000 votes. 

Shiva Sena issued a notice to boycott the victory 

rally speech addressed by lndira Gandhi at Shivaji Park 

in Bombay. ShiVa Sena suffered another set back. The 

meeting was very well attended. 1 Due to defections in Shiva 

Sena ranks, the Congress (R) emerged in February 1971 as a 

majority party in the standing Commi~ee of Bombay Municipal 

Corporation. Yet, on April 1971 Hemchandra Gupta of the 

Shiva Sena was elected as the Mayor of Bombay. 2 In 1972, 

Legislative.Assembly ~lection, there is only one Shiva Sena 

member, Mr Pramode Navalkar. From Girgam Constituency he 

got over 25,000 votes. In 1972 Manohar Joshi was elected 

to the LegislatiVe Council. 

This in brief 1 s round up of Shiva S.ena from 1966 

to 1972. 

1 Free Press. 15.3.1971. 

2 Times of India. 3.4.1971. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

§HIVA SENA POLigiES ANP fERFORMANg& 

/ 

The Shlva Sena during its period of incubation 

through the publication of Marmit helped to keep a 11 ve the 

parochial sentiments of the Marathis.. They glorified the 

i~rathi culture and sought to enhance the Marathi identity. 

Maharashtrian chauvimislon has its roots in the Samayukta 

Maharashtra movement led by the left forces with Gujarati 

as 1 the main enemy a. nd outsider. The image of Chattrapati 

Sivaji was played up projecting him as a man who founded 

the Hindu Pad Padshahi and this revived memories of 

Marathi culture. The feeling was cre~ted that the 

grandeur of Marathi culture was lost dUe to the intervention 

of outs1ders. 2 The leftist force~ are as a matter of fact, 

partly responsible for this attitude and this was 

realised later by the C.P.I. when lt walked out of the 

Samith1. But by then the effect was ingrained. ·It is 

said that the spurt of histol'ical literature and various 

newspapers dealing at length with the history and legend 

of Shivaji, could be directly attributed to the activity 

of the Samithi. 3 Accol'ding to Gangadharan, the fact that 

1 Shiva Sena speaks. p.7., Gujarati is not considered as 
an outsider. 

2 Dilip Chitre. Rise by the Third Sivaji- Hindus tan Times. 
28.2.1969. 

3 K.K. Gangadharan. p.26. Seminar. op.cit. 
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Maharashtra was an empire till quite recently added to 

that feeling, the feeling of native and foreign in the 

Marathi mind. D111p Chitre succintly puts it when he 

says that •Shivaji ~ymbolizes the rise of Marathi power. 

His success story 1 s thG success story 't) ;:the Mara thi 

underdog, who defied a mighty empire and laid the foundation 

of the greatest military power in India." 1 

The Shiva Sena and ~!k inherited this legacy. 

The ~~ in the beginning seemed to put forward a diffuse 

ideology. Of course, there was a good deal of emphasis on 

Mara thi Culture, and Mahara shtra for Maha ra shtrian s, but 

there was no fixed programme of action or policy. The 

cartoons in the Marmik reflected, the heavy emphasis on 

Marathi culture, not only vis a vis natives and foreigners 

but also between Hindus and Muslims. ln 1963 D1wal1 issue, 

Marmik emphasizes on the grandeur of Shivaji and his fight 

with the Muslims• Side by side with the Marathi non 

Marath1 phenomenon the Hindu Muslim disti~ion was kept 
' 

aliVe though it received less emphasis. The Marmik issue 

of 2nd January 1966 openly praises the Jana Sangh and the 

R.s.s. for they were fighting for Hinduism and as such 

wero the backbone of our country. This culminated in the 

bloody Bhiwandi riots in 1970. During Shiva Jayanti 

celebration they are believed to have staged a play 

which depicted Muslims as evil characters who kidnapped 

Hindu girls or their harems. 2 

1 Dilip Chitre. op.cit. 

2 Gangadharan. op.c1t. from "The Lessons Bhiwandi". 31.5.1970 
Times of India. 
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Shlva.S 1 w:lt o oonotant therao t7lth the f1o1rnilt• 

fbol~ 1ogltlolaotton of Cnharoobt•a for eornthi'o only ond 

tbotr ooomunol oontloenta uol"O doJ>lved tb~>ougb theSblvajl 

logend. 1 hove not cooo oc~oee a elngto Sesue of ~~ik 

whe•e tbore 1e no clluelon to ShlVojl. The ~~nt of tbe 

ettook on outoldo•e• howevor, want nalnly to the South 

Indlono, ond tho ~uth Indlcn& woi'O deplct•d eooetloea oa 

rldlcutoua ltooo nnd ot otbo•e on ogres and bullloo, 

to be doSpJ'lGed DoifertbGl$$0• In ono of the rozml• tasuo 

It was convoyod thot the South lndtons woJ'~ •ome:~hat cro fty 

peoplo who COI'J'lod on bualne eo 1n tbo doy ond ~e&"e 

bo,tlogglng ot n1gbt. 1 

ln tbe t~~olk taouo of 5th June 1966, tho poroble 

of tho oaool o nd tllo Al'cb ltl recollod. The ttal'y to 

related thus: A camel coked an Arab who hod o tent in the 

do&ort ohethor he tJ()Uld o llow 1-J'·"to h.eep h~s head tnslde 

oe be found tt unbeo•able outside ln the ~noleeent weather, 

th<J Arob wllllngly ogl'eed. Then t. bG ccoel atartod 

lnct>oaoln0 ble dooandth Ho oented hlo head tn and then 

hl& logG.ell the ttoo streoslnv that thoY could be the 

best of friends. eventually tho coool t!.~c Sn the tent and 

the Arob out ol lt• fut the foollob ftrob &af.d thGt aftel' 

ell thar we~~ t~e be:t of frlendc. 

This par::: ble wa e then tran spoeed to Bombay cltr 

chne thct South lndtana were dlsplectng the t~erathtc end 

tbe lotto• ~•ro not reallctng tt. the ieeue Invokes the 

1 Dlwo 11 IGetHh 196&e 
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Marathis to come forward and understand their critical 

position. In their regular faature "Tumchi Katha, Ameli 

Vetha~, the motifJ shows a South Indian made ·out to be 

somewhat of an ogre, with his bedding and trunk bullying 

a tiny Marathi. This feature always carries articles 

relating to the disposession of Marathis by outsiders 

and mostly by South Indians, whom they call "Madrasis". 1 

These sYmpathies were cultivated still further by 

the S~i va Sena. The Shi va Sena meetings are held amidst 

terrific fanfare and the Shivaji symbol is apparent everY

where. There is a big portrait of Shivaji whlch is garlanded 

and kept on the platform. The Shiva Sena symbol is 

apprppriately the crossed swords and shield. Their first 

meeting was held in SbiVaji Park where there is a giant 

statue of Shivaji astride a horse. The continuous trends 

was the playing up of Marathi culture and sentime~s. Some 

of the qualities and deeds attributed to Shivaji are 

probably fictitious but they help create a common bond 

of sympathy between the Maharashtrlans. 

The Shi va Sen a stood for the right of Mara this 1 n 

Bombay. It demanded 80% of the jobs in both public and 

privete sectors reserved for Marathis, for they believed 

that in other states 80% of the jobs were reserved for 

the locals, 2 After the formation of the Shiva Sena the 

1 ln the same issue of Marmik it said that Matunga is 
like Madras, Kaly~n ao Sind, Bhandi Ba1ar, a small 
Pakistan, Girgam a small Punjab. The job was to create 
a small Marathi lanci for Marathis. 

2 Mazmlk. 5th June 1966 and all&o 12th June when it 
-exh-orts Marathi families to join the Shiva Sena as 

this fought for the upliftment of ~~harashtra. 
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ideological line in the ~trmit became clearer, it was 

now a mouthpiece for a political organisation. Whereas 

previously it was mDinly catering to reg1on3l sentiments,/ 
. ( 

with focu a on the eviction of Mara this by South Indians, 

it now st~~ngthened it by linking South Indians with 

Communists. What iS the 3.im of the Shiva Sena when it 

started? Tha aim specifically was to fight for the 

Marathis in Maharashtra. This was conveyed in term of 

working for more employment among the Marath1 youth who 

ware being displ3.ced by outatd.rs1 mainly South Indians. 

In their 1966 annual number, Marmik depicted Chavan lying 

down Gulliver style and lilliputian South Indians were on 

him. Chavan symbolizes the predicament of Marathis in 

Bombay. In the same 1 ssue it 1 s shown through a series of 

cartoons picturing the homror of communism if it comes to 

India. A South Indian is seen in the first item seeking 

benediction from Mao and Chou en Lai. The last cartoon 

shows the death of the values and ideals of Jawaharlal 

Nehru under communist power. The Marmik was always 

critical of South l~dians even before the formation of the 

Shiva Sena. On 2nd JanuarY 1966, Marmik states "The 

ideology of communism is going to decay the basis of 

democracy, and human freedom is in danger", and accuses the 

communist of''anti-national feelings". 

They successfUlly incorporated the anti South Indian 

venom into the antipathy towards communism. The emphasis 

on the outsider has also shifted radically from the Samithi 
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days when the Gujarati was seen as the main enemy. The 

Shiva sena narrowed down from board regional sentiments 

purely parochial to a politically oriented ideology 

centering on South Indians and communists, which theY 

amalgamated• So much so that Thackeray said that 

"••••••••• all lung1 wallahs (South Indians) are criminals, 

gamblers, illicit liquor distillers, pimps, goodas, beggars 

and co~munists•. 1 Therefore, he wanted the illicit 

distiller to be a Marathi and the Mawali to be a 

Marathi. 

Why did the Shlva Sena attack South Indians not 

only before it was formed, in Marmik, but even after it? 

According to a. prominent' Shiva · Sena Counci !lor. 

"The ShiVa Sena fights for the legitimate rights 

2 of the Marathi people. You ask why South Indians? We 

are not tolerant to those who steal vour opportunities. 

Why should the Marathi youth suffer? The South Indiana 

take away most of our jobs, and our boys suffer. But we 

are not only against South Indians but also against other 

outsiders. When I go to a factorY and see the people 

working, I don't find Marathis. It is either a 

Mirchandani, or Iyer or Sood, Tripathi. Where are the 

Marathi names. I w~tJ to hear Deshpande, Naik, Godbole, 

where are they? Now and then I hear a Marathi name. 

It pains me. Why should our educated youths go unemployed. 

1 P. Wa1dya - Fascist Menace of Demecotie Unity. C.P. I. 
Publishers, Bombay. p.lO. 

2 The s.s. Speaks notes that the Shiva Sena was established 
to safeguard the welfare of the people of Maharashtra," 
and owes its origin, to the litter feelings of 
takinq hold of the rank and file of younq MaharashtriansJ 
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Q•\' Ia tt true then that you are flghtlng for tbe 
ettucatfod.? 

A. That te not t:rue. oe Sl't "ltb ovorybody, young, 
old, rlch, poor, whatever he cay bot os long es 
bo 1& .o t.!aratht. 

!l. t;by le tt then thot the South Indian& eooo to got 
ool"o omptmel e in you I' PI'Ofl'ammea? 

A, tihY.? ·They dO not aet nlone. 1\nyone t1ho 1 e egalnat 
Mnl'etbl, lt le oul' dUtY to otteck hlm ~betbe:r bo 
be South Jndlcn Ol' Do:rth tndlan.• 

(Bombay • 191~) 

Thla te perbape a clear tt.atooont of tho poeltlon 

ae t t. stetldtt. lt to, nowove:r 1 t~uo tbot no eingle 

comounltY hoe boon so conol&tentlv ottacke(l ae the 

South lndlens• Even the pledgo thot tbeGbtvo Salnlke 

had to take prlo:r to 19611 incorporated thot tboY wore 

not to oot at the South Indian rostou~onts. Ae th• 

dorogl'aphlo end ol'JI'&tlon flgureo ryo we find that tho 

South lndlano eatnly occupy mlddlo elaae and l~er 

middle class white COlla~ Jobo. Through the clrculatlon 

of the nat-olkt 1 t te oleo notlcod that the ontl.South 

Indlon llnG was kept up all olong. But chat makes lt 

lntereatlng ts a gradual ottrlbutlng of tho lnaecut-lty 

experienced by t~ratbta flret to the forelgnsra then to 

the polltlccl ot-lentatlon or ldentlty, associated olth 

the forelgnera. lt te thle that flort1 the Sblvn Seftzl 
from 

/ movement -L Just a cultural mobllleotton_. 

Tbe Oblva Cena oa we notlcocl con&l&tently att~cked 

leftlat fronts, no matter whetbor they were !~rat~l or 

not. Tb• 1967 Ocnos-ol Slectlon ond the 1971 Jlectton 

amply revealed tble. ln ~rmlk issue, lt clearly sald 
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that ~one of the main objects of the Shiva Sena is the 

emasculation of Communists"! In a reply to .,.P.'s 

Unnithain ~nd Kr~shnamurthy. Bal Thackerary said: 

"Shiva Sana will secure the legitimate needs and interests 

of the Maharashtrians in their own state, but it will 

fight to the last to safegua~d the securitY and integrity 
I 

of this country. It was, therefore, firmly and 

uncompromisingly opposed to Communist method and ideology •• , 
u2 and was determined to root out this evil from our land. 

The incessant· attack of the Shiva Sena on 

leftist fronts whether Marathi or not was apparent all 

th~ough their political career. They were against 

all Communist ~ronts and strikes. Bal Thakceray declared 

himself to be against Jhonparpatt1 Wallahs. According 

to h1m there are no more than 30 Marathis in a thousand 

hutments. But actually the largest single linguistic 

group in the hutments are the Mara this. However, the 

reason seems to be that the hutments dwellers have 
3 associations which are left oriented, and this incurred 

the wrath of the Shiva Sena. In 1970 when there was a 

large state Government Employees strike of which 80% were 

Maharashtrians, the Shiva Sena did not support it, and 

this was one of the reasons why they lost a sizeable 

support. 

1 Marmik. 10.9.1967. 

2 H1tavada. 4.9.1967. 

3 Quoted by P. Waldye. p.25. op.cit. Also Gangadharan. 
op.c1t. p.32. 
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The Shiva Sena was born in 1966, at a period of 

Industrial crisis in this country coupled with a fall 

in agriculture productivitY due to failure of rains. 

Large scale retrenchment of workers was taking place 

and it offered a potential to the lefti~t parties to 

exploit it. The Trade Union "menaie" was verY much in 

the air, and the Shiva Sena directly reacted to this. 

They supported the managements during the difficult 

period. The Sh1Va Sena, it should be understood, is not 

against the monopoly or the capitalist class. As a 

matter of fact Bal Thakcery saidt "Whoever, gives bread 

anc employment to the Maharashtrians is ours. TheY are 

out Ann§datt•" On tho October 23rd issue of ~~m!k the 

showed that freedom of speech, etc., would be ~indered 

by Communists, and a cartoon depicted Tata, Birla and 

Limiye being taken to pr1son. 1 This attitude we feel 

!s important as according to the monopoly commission 

report 75 monopoly houses virtually control the Economic 

life of India. All the top 25 houses carry or business 

in Maharashtra except t~ South Indian ones. Otherwiae they 

aro made up of One Parse, 6 Marwari~s. 7 Europeans, 

4 Gujarat1 and 4 South Indians. They (Shiva Sena) 

supported HariGh Mahindra in the Elections even after 
' 

Mahindra and Mahindra retrenched 700 workers on the plea 

of recession of which 80% were Maharashtrians. In many 

of its public meetings prominent business magnate 

P.amn~ra1n Bajaj and Hiralal Walchand of Premier Automobiles 

are seen as the main patrons. 

1 Marmik. October 23, 1967. 
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The Shiva Sena wae a strong anti Communist force 

with an estimate membership of ao,ooo. They also emerged 

as a strong strike breaking force in Bombay. TheY used 

force to break up strikes and then had their own 

volunteers employed. This is how a C.P.I. Party leader 

exapla i,n e 1 

"Q. What do you think is the main activity of 
the Shi va Sena? 

A. The main activity I would· says is the anti 

Red Flag work of the Sh:l.Va Sen a who are 
wanting to break our movement. It is not 
Mara thi or anything. It 1 s just openly 

·a nt1-Commun1 st. 

Q. How exactly do they operate when you call 
them anti-Communist? 

A. Well, it is very simple. They beat up and 

frighten our men and workers. You know the 
murder Krishna Desai· (a prominent C.P.I. 

M.L.A.). They also tried to murder me. 

I was sitting in my office here (Girni Kamgar 

at pare!) and finishing an article. Chit~is 

(General SecretarY) was out in a public 

meeting, and I was all a lone. After sometime 

a few men entered my room and said, "Well, 

Mr • •• •'•• .,, how are you? I was a bit taken 
aback, as they nol"naally call me·, •• ,. I 

just replied to them, and then they left. 
I felt very uneasy, for some reason, so I 
went downstairs to an old friend of mine 
and stayed with him. I was told that they, 

I mean, some more people had come, about 25, 

with sticks and knives. When they did not 

find me they went to theC.P.I. office 

upstairs and terrorized an old man who is in 
charge of distribution of mails. They did 
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not knof1 whoro l mae, ao theY left. I just 
O$CGptd• 

J. How do you think they bt-eok up etrtkes? 

A. YGU know• boo otrltee ore st.agod. All the 

110rkero oro outeldo the fbotorv gate&t ond they 
ehout elogane ago lnst tbo oonagemont. Uow 

In tbte, ahat h3ppen& 1& that e t~uok load 
of peopl.e come wttb tron rods, knives, 

trt.lckGt cYcle ch&tna• enythtng ond theY beat 

up our workers. They already have on 
~ lllo .. nce wltb the conagecent., and t.bolt 

con get t be job•• 

A. ThoY oro .c 11 tZaoolto, proreaolono.l ooondas, 
you can bo c profec4ona1 goondo ond olao work 
tn o factory. 

::1. How often hn'e thl& happened? 

A. ln everY lootory tbo~• oro olwayo e few Chlva 
Sene workere, who ore placed there by the 
monauement. If the management hoe cordial 
t1ee olth tho Uhlva O=no tbev osae callod 
to break the at•lkee.• 

(Bomba~ 1972) 

Thta uaa CC)rrobol'ated by c pJ>omSnent Journaltat. 

Even to him black logulng (atrlke breaking) le tho only 

lmpol'tant feature of the Gblvo nena. Tho strike bl'eokert 

81'8 peOple htrocJ by the tihtvo Sono. All of them coy not 

be pi'Ofeee!Gn·.l goond~a. r.coordt.ng to the jouzonalt.etat 

•not ell of theo moy be <Pondoe. TheY may be 

une:i3ployed voutba. Dut tbe rtng leodeJ'e ore the goond::a 

who contact them. Tho ShlVo Oeno ho~ contacts at the 
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local level with goondas and nefarious character±s in 

localities, with small shopkeepers, and restaurant 

owners who alsa have a few contacts. On any issue these 

at the grass root level, contact others and build up a 

task force. Shiva sena has no members that way, nos-

Q. But is it difficult without having any 

regular channel or information through which 

decisions may be passed? 

A. Not at e 11. If I am a Sh1va Sena Leader 

and it ts decidod with the authority of 

Tbaekerary, normally they have contacts 

with c&rtaln factory owners, so it is almost 

decided, then I contact some Of the Goonda s 

whom l have hired and they do the rest.·= 

Q. where dOes the Shakha Prarnukh come in? 

A. Shakhti Parmukh is nobody. He only has an 

offico. H~ is nobody officially. He can be 

removed. He is moatly (a) an old resident 

of thG l~colity, and (b) with a large 

numbor of contacto. But ! think the Shakka 

Pr~mukhs also pluy an important job in 

mobilization. TheY have no official work 

nor are they capable of decision ~~ting. 
(Bom~o.y - \ql1) 

I asked a Shakha Pramukh from a congested Marathi 

locolitY on his work. He said: 

"!am in-charge of looking after the interest of 
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Msrathi in this place. WheDever I find that I can help 

tho Mara thi ~ nywhe:r:e 1 help them." 
C BoM Sf\~-1 '11'-'> 

The above can be taken as an ideal reply from 

a Shakha Vramuk~. They do not reply to questioDs such as 

the infbence of a nt1-soc ia 1 characters. They deny it 

strongly. This is, of course, expected. Mr Banatwalla, 

Muslim League M. L.A., said on record 1 that the r lots 

over the masjid .in Kausa, and those in Bhiwandi, etc., 

were done by truckloads of goondas, some came in cars, 

and motorcycles. The recent clash in the.Godrej 

factory2 was due to the clash between the Shiva Sena 

and a united Congress, C.,P.l. Union in the factory. 

Mahohar Joshi was seen with notorious underworld figures. 

The .orkers had already voted for the United Union under 

Dhume (Secretary Engineeeing Workers Union of AITUC) and 

Sarna nt of the INTUC. The work'e r s were on strike because 

of a Secret deal brought about by their previous union 

leader with the mana1ement. This resulted in a re-

election, and til! AITUC were well placed. The case is now 

subj ud ice4. 

The ShiVA Sena donie~ that. they have any anti

working class interest. But theY will not allow the 

Coomun 1 sts to come ~.nto power. A prominent Sh iva Sen a 

membe~, Duta Salve, ~ays ln speech to the Pinlay Mill 

1 Maharashtra Vidhan Sabha, Political Journal. 13th March 
1970. 

2 ~ Septembl:lr 3, 1972. 
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workers• "workers and managemen are the two wings of 

production, and they can only operate through mutual 

understanding, which can improve the condition of the 

workers, 1 and in the same statement condemn "Communist 

Showmanship". 

What does the Shiva Sena think is on the~r 

credit side? ~ Shiva S"ena ·leader~ says: 

~We have emashed theCommunist movement, they 

cannot raise their heads now. We will not tolerate 

Communist meetings and demonstration". 2 
( Bumko..)' 1'31:<-) 

This points to one interesting phenomenon. As 

late as 1972, ... ,,.'; h£ says that they are not again at the 

South Indians in particular• but against the outsiders 

in generall But in their earlier issues of Marmik 1 the 

anti-south Indians feeling was strong. Further the 

Marmik fssues do not concentrate, i.e. during the last 

year or so, on South Indians alone. They, of course, 

keep up the Shivaji cult, but the focus is strictly 

on Communism. They have reacted to certain structural 

constraints for which rea son they had to define 

themselves more clearly every step of the way so much 

so that theY dropped some of their anti-South Indians feel

ing when they published a Malayal1 pamphlet3 in 1971 to 

w1n over the Karalite .linguistic group, and also when 

-------------------------------------------------------
1 Rajshree. August 1972. p.27. 

See 
2 Lfimes of India, 

Clashes. 
. for references on s.s., C.P.I. 

3 Times of India. 12.1.1971. · 
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th3Y supported General Cariappa in the same election. 

It has been alleged that the Shiva Sena ·has been patronized 

by the rUling class. This all~gation is not without any 

ground. The Shiva Sona it seems did receive support 

from the Maharashtra Congress leadership. From the 

Chief Minister, V.P. Naik, Ba!a Sahab Desaid, Vnsantd3da 

Patel, to naroe a few. Mr Y.B. Chavan then.Home Minister 

and a big wig of Maharashtra Congress said that the 

Shiva Sen& was carrying forward the patriotic tradition 

i c1 d L k Ti. lak. 1 I A t 1967 of Sh. vaJ Maharaj an , o nanya n ugus , 

the MPCC presided ov~r the celebration ~f the anniversary 

of !a.::mU~ Vasantdada Patel was the guest of honour in 

1968 celebrations, and by reports receiVed they were 

said to have praised the Shiva Sana. Mr Mahadevan of the 

ruling Congress and former Mayor of Bombay said that 

S.K. Patil was the person responsible for the growthof 

3 Shiva Sena. According to the Free Press journal report• 

"all leaders including Chief Minister Naik at one stage 

Ot' a not her patronized Sh1 va Sena. n 4 

The Shiva Sena had apparently no problem with the 

rUling party. The Shiva Sena was able to participate 

effectively beoauso of official patronage. TheY received 

support not only from the industrialists and political 

leaders but also from the Police fforce. This was 

l Dange. Shiva Sena and the Bombay Riots. p.l3. 

2 Econonic & Political es1eekly. October 21, 1967. 

3 Free Pre6s Journal. 23.6.19'l0. 

4 ibid. 
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brought out clearly dUring the FebruarY riot& of 169. 

During an unofficial enquiry on the riots held by 

M.V. Paranjpe, retired judge of Bombay High Court, it was 

brought out that· the Ma bara shtra Government had is sued a 

circular aok1ng its employees not to support the Enquiry 

Committee. 1 The most damning evidence was given by 

D.R. Gadgil, former Home Guan Commandant of Lalbaugh Sion 

zone. 2 He said that Bombay's Home Guards were forbidden 

by the Government fr·:>m rnobili2:ation to help the city 
0 

during the riots. The orders were to stand by and not even 

go to the roads. They were forbidden to carry any arms, 

and a circular was issued by Commandant Manecki that 

they should not use the Government of lnd ia armoury. Till 

February 14, 4 d~ys after the riots had begun, the 

political tranch of Bombay Police Force had no records 

of the Shiva Sena. 

To come back to our original problem, why if the 

ShlVa Sena were against Communists, have they to involve 

the South Indians? As we have noted the South Indians 

were seen as the prime d1splaeers of Marathis, and agents 

of Communists. We suggest that the South Indian 

antipathy is derived from Bal Thackerary's own 

experience as a journalist under South Indian editors, 

and that a mass of educated middle class white collar 

lllarathi workers found t hG Sout.h Indians as an immodinte 

sources of resentment. It would be quite true to say 

1 LINK. June lt 1969. p.l6-17. 

2 ibid. 



that thA $OUth Indians m1gronts are more qualified for 

white cOllar jobs as a whole and are, tbreforet seen as 

a f!!a.1o:r: campetltivo categ-:~ry by ·the Marathis. Tillie 

helped the move~ent achiave middle class respectability. 

Accord :tng to the V~'CV'i'O~ a prominent figure in Bombay wing 

of the t.:.P.I. t 

"TheShhra Se na is ll!a inl y a goonda orga ni sat ion. 

There is nothing else about it. It is not an medium for 

the peOple but is mainly an agency of the capitalist". 

True as the above op1n1on may seem, yet it is 

apparent that the Shiva Sena had immense popularity. This 

was prohably du~ to the belief by the middle class that 

the Shive Sena is ~enuinely fighting for their interests 

against South Indians, the small businessman harassed by 

Trade Un!.on demands found the Shiva Sena come as a boon 

to them. With the middle classes supporting it and the 

Ypper administrative roles patronizing it with the 

indUstrialists. it vla& fair sailing fOr tho Shivs Sena. 

The ideology of the Shiva Sena has not changed. 

They are strongly anti-Communist. But quite often 1n order 

to build their base strongly with the Marathi sentiment 

and broaden its scope it had to go beyond the immediate 

demands• such as 80% jobs to Marathi youth. The 1969 

riots on Mysore-Maharashtra border issue and the Belgaum 

problem. It has been noted that they were critical of the 

capitalization of the 1Jord2r issue by the Samithi. But 
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when the left wing Samithi gave it up, the Shiva Sena took 

it up and cre~ted a mass mobilization on this issue, 

which has nothing to do with the employment situation 

immediately retrant to them. This was because they 

needed to keep up Marathi nationalism. By 1969 May of the 

workers who had joined Shiva Sena initially left it. 

They still further broadened their a rea of sympathy by 

catering to the South Indians and let all otherantagonism 

fall for the a nt1-Commun1st one. The State Government 

strike was not supported by the Shiva Sena and this is 

believed to have cost them daarly. From a purely regional 

to a regional cum political to a primarily political, 

state of transition of ideology is occuring in the 

Shi va Sena. 

Is Shiva Sena Fascist? TheShiva Sena is accused 

of boin9 Fascist; because of the nature of its organiza

tion with Thekceray at the top, and also for its 

fostering of anti-Communi~t feoling and a form of 

parochialism and regionalism. 

Bal Thackeray claims Hitler to be his hero. He 

says, "Yes, 1 am a dictator, why should we have so many 

rulers. 
tl • 

lt is a Hitlor we need. lhis feeling is 

reflected as late as 1972 when he reiterates his 

d ~ tl.. for hi-. 1 
a mo~.ra on '" Tf~re i e a tendency to revise 

democracy. "Why sh.ould we want democracy? It is a hitlor 

that WG nt:-ed here.ft2 On the lack of theory in the Sh!va 

~--~~-----·--~~----------------------------------------------------------
1 Rajshree. August 1972. 

2 Novakal. !9.8.1967. See Link also August 21, 1967. 
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Sena he says, "We do not have any particular rule and 

regulation for the Marathi youth who is behind us, and we 

tl 1 ? understand each other perfectly. And who is a Marathi 

Marathi is one ·•according to Thackery~ who has naturalised 

himself in Maharashtra, was proud of Maharashtra culture 

took interest in 1 t and was sincere a bout the development 

of Maharashtra"~ Therefore, it does not make much sen~ 

when Thakceray objects to Chavan calling the Shiva Sena 

a Fascist organization, through he himse 1 f has tied up 

Chatrapati Sivaji with Hitler. 3 On the level of 

pronouncements ShiVa Sena is condemned as Fascist·:. 

Just because Fascism has middle class sympathy and 

its orgins there mainly, and because it arises out of 
4 as severe crisis in monopoly capital and is a rejection 

5 or so it seems •f parliamentarY democracy, it does not 

mean that it is a third force against organized labour 

and finance capital, and is the achilles heel of Marxism 

or Communist theory.6 The ·idea is that fascism essentially 

is not an uprising against the horror of monopoly 

capitalism. Though Scott Nearing ·vtaw , that at the 

centre of the fascist movement is the middle class, 

seeking to save itself from decimation and annhil4tion by 

1 Rajshree. p.S 

2 Hitavada. 8.9.1967. 

3 See Waidya. op.cit. p.27. 

4 PaulS~eezy. Ibugry gf Capital1§t pevelopment Pengiua 
London, 1965. Chapter Fascism. 

5 Mario Enad6 - Fascism. International Encyclopaedia of 
Social Sciences. Macmillan Co. and Free Press 1968. 

6 View collaborated by R.P. Dutt Ia~~ism India 
Publication. Allahabad. 
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Seazing power•, may seem true, but it is incorrect when 

he adds that it is a socialist revolution since its 

success means the ~hift in th~ centre of power from one 

class to another" R.P. Dutt1 disclaims the view that 

the fascism is petite ·bourgeouse revolution against big 

bourgeoise. The open and avowed supporters of fascism 

were the representatives of big capital. The financial 

backing of Hitler was laid bare during the Hitler 

Lidendorf trial of 1924 and the Bavarain Diet Investigation 

Committee. Mussol1ni in Popolo d'Italia writes that "they 

are against proletarian culture which cannot substit~ 

even in part capitalist organization which is the 

result of long work and refinement•. 2 They seekto 

remedy unemployment without damage to the local economics 

condition. 3 

What is the stage of Fascism? 

According to Dutt the stage arises when there is 

a breakdown of all capitalist institution and the advance 

of working class mcwement has reached a peak but the 

working class is held by reformist leadership. According 

to f.. ft,. ki~~. General Secretary, c. tru, Mahara shtra. 

"In the summer of 1966, we bad \ 
a twelve day 

. 
strike in Bombay. There were similar strikes in Calcutta. 

Workers and supporters had come from o~tlying districts 

1 Dutt. op.cit. 

2 Quarterly P. Goglown. Fascit Government in Italian 
Life. T. Fischer & Unwin Limited. 

3 ibid. 
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of Maharashtra, some on toot, Some on train, anything 

theY got. Many of them reached in the 18th day, to 

learn that it was called off. 
11 

(Bombay 1972) 

The leadership of the trade union it is alleged 

worked against the strike, amd the whole design was 

destroyed 1 and the blame is put on the MPCC dominated 

INTUC by the C.P. I. and to the C.P. I. revisionist 

leadership by C.P.I.(M). However, what actually happened 

is the workers failed to capitalise on the issue and the 

trade union movement broke up. In that case continues 

R.P. Dutt owing to failure of decisive working class 

leadership to rally all the discontended strata, the 

discredited old regime is able to draw support under 

specious quas1~revolutionary slogans all the wavering 

elements, petit bourgeouis, the backward classes workers 

etc. on the basis of crisis and discontent. Afterthe 

establishment of fascism their sympathy to big capital 

is made obvious when for instance in Italy, Mussolini 

gave all help to big bourgeouse~ Mowrer3 alleged that 

the list of financial patrons of NSDAP became extremely 

long. Factory owners, managers, general counsels were 

thick as they might be in the subscription list of the 

Republican National Committee in the u.s.. Among foreign 

1 S.G. Sardesaia Fascist Menace & Democr~tic Unity 
P.P.H., New Delhi. 1970. 

2 W.Welk. Fascist Economic Policy. Harvard University 
Press. 

3 Mowrer w.c. - Germany puts the clock back. Pengiun 
Book. London 1918. p.ll3. 
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support Hitler. had Henry Ford. ShiVa Sena's alliance with 

America was also been made explicit by a letter written to 

Miss Margaret Cooper; an official of u.s. Consulate in 

Bombay, by Bal Thackerary. 1 

Can Fascism conquer power from bourgeouise 

dictatorship? No and never, says Dutt. In Italy's case 

Fascism was placed in power by bourgeoulse dictatorship 

of the King who refused to sign the decree of Martial Law 

and invited Mussolini to power. In Germany, Fascism 

was placed in power by the President at the time when 

his partY was heavily sinking in public support. 

From the above discussion of Fascism the following 

points emerge. 

i Fascism is not an independent middle class 

movement; 

11 Fascism arises in a stage of unrestJ 

iii Fascism essentially helps the bourgeouise in 

crisis; 

iv Fascism ts anti-\torking and anti-Communism; and 

v The monopoly capitalist, small and middle business 

man support it together with a mass of middle 

class as in Germany and Italy. 

fhe concept of Fascism was introduced above as an 

1 Blitz. 24th November 1969. 
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interpretative category to understand ~ few characteristics 

of the Shlva Sena and to be able to fit them in a context. 

So far we have only seen the class antagonisms 

and sympathy of the Shiva Sena on the ideological and 

policy levels. In our next chapter we w.lll try to examine 

its class orientation on the ·mass level. 

We have noted in the chapter the gradual rise of 

the Shiva Sena, and its organizational framework. We 

have also given a sort of synopsis of Shiva Sena 

act1v1tieG from 1966 to 1972. But the most 1mporta~ 

aspect of this Chapter lies in the presentation of 

Shiva Sena ideology, ~hich we noted started off from 

broad regionalism to definite politital attitudes. The 

ShiVa Sena had to gradually shed off its rabid regionalism 

focussed to extremeiy on South Indians for a more 

developed right.; st pol it ica 1 line of act ion. Because of 

its communal and regional learnings, some of the parties 

which supported the Shiva Sena withdrew their support. 

This was best manifested after the February 1969 riots 

of Bombay, when almost everY party with the exception· of 

P.s.B. condemned theShiva Sena. Further, in actual 

practice it had to win over supporters from as large a 

group of sympathisers as possible to fight the6r main 

objective, which we have learnt in actual practice to be 

anti-communism. The transition of the Shiva Sena was, 

therefore, from a spontaneous uprising to a class 

conscious political movement wlth the express purpose of 

containing the red meaace. 
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I 

The category of fascism was inserted as an 

interpretiVe tool to see the relationship between Shiva 

Sena and Fa sc 1 sm. On the leva 1 of pronouncements • as 

we have said earlier, and from the authoritarian 

structure·of the Shiva Sena, it may be called Fascist. 

Also its extreme hatred of communism and working class 

unions takes it further d own the 1 ine. The tool of 

fascism can be used to expl~in the class sympathy of 

the Shiv a Sena. The Shiv a Sena hopes to attract the 

Marathi man wbo is not for communism. We have yet to 

see which class and type of people support the movement. 

The characteristics of the Shiva Sena movement 

may be arranged as followss 

1 Duration - From 1967 onwards. 

2 

3 

• 
4 

Type - Regional and Parochiad. 

Ideology and Qr1g1n (a) Reactionary- Extreme 

Rightismf and (b) Directed against non
Maharashtrian mainly South Indians • 

End - to social s~feguard the economical 

deprived of youths, and the conentration 
of communists. 

5 Means - Violent. 

6 Content - Communal. 

7 Scope - Covering Maharashtra State - mainly in 
Bombay. 

8 Organization - Mehoonk of organization in Bombay 

with its branches (Shakhas) through Bombay. 

9 Strategy - Public Meetings~ newspapers, and 

periodicals and assaui·; on South Indians, and 
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leftist forces. 

10 Leadership IJ9 CharAS l'l\~<:t.tic and Dictatorship 
(See. p.S-9 of the S.hiva Sena why and why not 

Popular Prakashan 1967 for a vivid account 
of Thackeray's Charistmatic appeal) 

11 Support - Orthodox and Traditional middle class 
Professional frustrated Maharashtrians youths. 

On examination of chapters 2 and 3 we find that 

the Shi va Sen a con forms to our idea of a soc ia 1 

movement. Though the Shive Sena has entered the sphere 

political participation in election under their own 

party, their issueG are not those of administration but 

of removing or supplementary 9ome portion of existing 

cultUre, and some components of which the society is 

made of. Their activism is mostly on the informal levels, 

such as street demonstrations, and violence connected 

with particular 1 ssues. In the Shi va Sena Speaks for 

instance a reference is made that the 'don't want to 

enter politics, their job is to clean the set up•. 1 

Now gradually the Shiva Sena, to survive, is entering 

the sphere of party politics• 

From the beginning, ik:e. from 1967 Shiva Sena 

canvassed for political parties but Bal Thackery said 

this was not the reserve of parties alone but also 

of s.s. which is & volunteer organiza·tion. 2 The Shiva Sena 

fought for emasculation of South Indians. Bal ThackeraJJ 

1 See Shiva Sena speei op.cit• p.l-10. See also 'True 
Face of ~hiva Sena• Raj1ni Patel, B.P.s.c. Bombay 
1972. They did not issue manifesto, as they do not 
behave in it. 

2 p.l7. Shiva Sena. Why and Why Not. A.N. Confectio·: 
Pnl'\u1::~,.. D ... a1An.c. ... 10A7_ p,..,...h::~u_ 
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said1 a record in 1967 that if the government bans 

the o.M.K. and the Communist Party, he woUld disband 

the Shiva Sena. · But still the two factors continue to 

exist, and the Shiva Sena we feel is gradually leaving 

this sphere of social movement and is becoming a 

political party. In the 1971 electdons in the 

legislative assembly a slogan on the walls in Matunga 

compa igged for votes to Shi va Sena for a $ClfiAD. 

adm1nistrasion. 

I asked the prominent member of the Shiva Sena, 

as to whether he would consider Shl va Sen a to be a 

party o:tm&t ement. He saidt Every movement becomes a 

party. It is verY natural~ Ours is a party now, and 

we are planning to fight from a strong organizational 

" b@ae. It is inevitable that we should be a party. 
(Bomb-":/ l97l) 

The above also shows the gradual transformation 

of Shiva Sena, not only in ideology, but also in terms 

of their transformation from first a volunteer orgap1sat1on, 

a form of spontaneous areas mobilization to a increasingly 

well defined political party. 
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£HAPTER. FOQJl 

lH~£lAL BASES Of THE SHIVA SENA 

The Shiva Sena as we hav9,already mentioned 

was born in 1966• a particularly. turbulent period on 

the Indian Bcono~ic Seena. During the year 1965-66, 

India did not have sufficient rains and drought struck 

a large number of d1str1cts.in India. Agricultural 

production fell to a new low coupled with this• there 

were two wars ~n the borders, and it put a severe strain 

on her already strained economy. In 1966 there was 

largo scale discontent, strikes and ~etrenchment of 

workers. India being a predominantly agricultural 

country, the failure of monsoon had a serious effect 

on the Indian economy. Not only food crops, but also 

cash crops and the availability of industrial mow 

material was affected. 1 The general index of industrial 

production which showed a steady increase until then• 

registered a fall in 1965-66, 2 and the general index 

of whole sale prices rose from 140 in 1964-65 to 224 in 

1966-67 (Base 1960- 100). 3 The consumer price index for 

1 Annual Roport of Ren!,!e ~~nk ~! !ngj~ and ~a~d Dna 
P4osress of Bant!ngin India. Year Ending January 30, 
1970. R.B.I. Bombay. 1970. See also Repott .. Q.n 
Gu[[IDkY ang ~1n~ 1969-70. R.B.I. Bombay. 1970. 

2 The Reserve Bank of India supplement of the Annual 
Report. R.B.I. Bombay. 1970. 

3 ibid. p.3. 
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workers was equally alarming. Sample tha situation in 

Bombay.:J 

Base 1960 - 100 

1961 

1966 -
1967 -

103 

143 

158 

1968 166 

Though money earning increased in Maharashtra, 

but during this period the cost of living rose by more 
2 

than 60~ and real wage in Maharashtrt~ tended to go down. 

Base 196.1 - 100 

1963 .. 103 

1964 - 99 

1965 ... 97 

1966 - 91 

1963 - 95 

Industr,.al unrest was, therefore, quite expected 

and more so in Bombay, being a highly industrial area. 

The situation wa$ aggravated when the 0ongress government 

in Maharashtra which in the name of working class in 

distress induced a cut upto b.50/- in D.A. and passed 

legislationo depriving workers of their right to strike. 

The Maharaahtra Government seeing red put forward a 

legislation securing legal rights fOr the workers when 

it ran the mills as a distress measure. 3 

----·--... ----·--------· ..... ·--·-·----...... -"" • ' Jllit 1 •••• , ... 

1 Ynitx. aod~§ll~~gl~. Patb t~fore thA Working ,ClasJ. 
B.T. Randive • CITU. Bombay 1970. p.9. 

') 4l-.-t.rl 1"\_0_ ~- ~'h4..a .... tl 
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The Shiva Sena iS largely an urban movement, and 

that too most of their activism in confin~d to Greater 

Bombay, and to some nearly districts sUch as Thana and 

Kolaba. Its connection with the rural areas is virtuallY 

non-existent. The problems that the Sblva Sena agitates 

en sre not rural issues. but on issues of employment in 

factories and offices. Bombay in terms of population size 

ranks among the first ten cities in the world. The 

harbour and airport of Bombay give it a link -~;,to 

international traffic, and is on ~he main route 

between London end the Far East. The state of Maharauhtra 

is ~ubdivided in 20 basic areal units, called districts. 

Greater Bombay is one of them. Dombsy is the capital 

of Mc:~.harashtra state- as it war. ca!'ved out in 1960. 

Greater Bo~bay re.nks third in growth among the million 

cities in India. It 1~ preceded by Delhi and Bangalore. 

Barring the Bombay-Poona Industrial belt (Bombay 

more dominant) the other aroas of Maharashtra are quite 

underdevelop.ed. Greater Bombay stands out not only 

in terms of sheer popplation, which according to 1971 

Census stands at 5 1 968,546 which works at to a population 

density of 1,151 000 persons per squaro mile, The influx 

of incoming families is about 300 per day. The 

concentration of factorleG snd workers in Greater Bombay 

is far 0-ore than eny othe~ district of Maharashtrn. In 

Greater Bomb~y thore were 3218 factories and 4,24 1 21 

workers !n 1959. By 1967 there were 5,56,357 workers and 

4 1 472 factories, while the total for the whole of 
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Maharashtra in terms of workers was 8,93,822 1 and for 

factories 9,186. 1 Bombay carries more th~n half of the 

factories and more than 2/3 of the work force. As a 

result of over urbanization one in every fiVe in the 

city liv~s in a slum. 2 

In the beginning of the chapter ·we havG 

mentioned the general economic scene of Bombay, and the 

structural strain as a whole in India. Needless to say, 

that one reinforced the other~ We are trying to find 

out why the Shiva Sena should have come up particularly 

in 1966, when the general conditions were somewhat 
I 

similar for a long time. The precipitating factor was 

probably"the industrial recession throughout the country 

which aggracated the situation. 

The Shiva Sena is a phenomenon of mass mobilization 

which when political in colour, is possible only when 

a deop felt need and deprivation are experienced by a mass 

J of people· In this section we shall try to relate cortain 

ir.1portant u speeta of ;: he Shive Sena to the basic structure 

of Bomb:ty, and to s ef' the existential bases behind the 

movement. 

1 .~.t~iit:t~~Al At!A.Ua2't of ... Maharpeht.ta S1;s,;Jig. 1967-68. 

2 There are 300 slums all over the city •a compared to 
144 in tha early 40st and about n million live therein. 
ln municipality language pavement dwellers are styled 
as hut~ent dwella~a,and hutment dwellers are 
a$s1gned 1nto two cl~snes • (a) hutment dwellers on 
roads and footpathSJ and (b) hutment dw&llers on 
nmnic1pal plots. According to 1971 Census, hutment 
dwGller~ in class (a) numbdr to 58,242, in city and 
suburbs and class (b) 2,25,504. About 78% are 
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The Shi va Sena prore sses to f 1ght for the Mara thi 

man against outsiders, .coming from other 11ngu1st1c states, 

and resents the fact that it pushes the Marathi man from 

his rightful position. For this reason it 1; necessary 

to examine th3 linguistic breakup of Greater Dombay. 

Accol.'ding to 1961 Cenu'Ja tho pusitiou is as follows• 

3reakup of Granter Bombay Population 
l2Y MiJj g' .. LinauJ. sti c ..Q_ommftfl!tl•aa, 

- - ... _.. . .......... r t ....... ~ 
Sl Mother Tongue Population 
1i2.a. ~**bawtJ ...... if kl.!--··. • .Female 

1 t<a nna de 9'! 53t064 26,768 

2 Malaya lam 4a, 130 17,543 

3 Tamil 63,453 40,934 

4 Telegu 61,493 36,500 

5 G1Jjarat1 4!134,498 3,58,273 

6 Hindi 2,59,952 70,'::17'7 

... Marathi 10,48t752 7,26,362 ( 

(Sources Census of India 196 t 

From tha above tnble it is clear that the 

migrants iroo Tamil Nadu, nor those of Mysore, nor 

of Kerala or Andhru Pradesh are the prime removers of 

Maharashtriana. Even taking the migrants of All the 

:t...§rH.fkh InsUa!l §ti.~U who have stayed for over 16 years 

the nu~ber comes to 62,919 while tho$e from U.P. number 

66,264. (Thta figure is only for males). 1 

--------------------------------·---N-lU-·--------------------------Di~Biiod oE ~Bivacy in the whole population of Bombay 
and only 4.S% residents have houses of thBir own. See 
B.K. Boman Behratll "A City l~illttd by Politics". 
1Ll~.~~·~t~~- ~a~~X Qi Inqi!• May 23, 1971. 
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As far as migrati~n f1guros go, during the period 

1951-61 ther~ was a fall in the rate of growtn of 

population in Greater Bombay. Tha contribution ~f Guj~rat, 

Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh incr~ascd, and there was a 

!all !n migrants from the South. In tor.ms of tota 1 

figures according to 1961 Can$US 2.67 million or 64% of 

the 4.15 million enumerat3d in Greater Bombay wera born 

elsewhera. ~his 1s much lower than 12.1~. as enumerated 

in 1951 Census. 

Between 1901-61 there he! be-.n -;Jenera! upward 

trend in volume of population of Great~r Bombay, 

accompanied by a downward trend in the relatiVe 

eontributi~n of migrants to the total intercansal 

population in the city. Zacharia 1 attributes the cause 

for the decrease in net migration due to the increase of 

capital intensive industriGs. 

We may, thex·efo1.'~, cor.clude the following pointst 

During 1966 (i) th~ 51gration =ata w~~ going down, end 

(ii) the number of South Indians even if wo take the 

4 South Indians states mentioned togather, was not the 

largest category of non-Mar~thi migrants to Bombay, 

(iii) during the period from 1951 to 1961, the contribution 

of South lndi~ns was decreasing while these from Uttar 

Pradesh and Gujar~t showed a steady increase. Therefore, 

we can not attribute the Shiva San9 attack on South Indians 

due to the latter's increasing rate of migration in the 

.......... ._... ..... _........ .............. . '----·· .......... _... __________ _ 
1 K. c. Zocharia. Mmui.ao 1n ... Gti.~· Asia 

Publishing House, Bombay. 1968. p.3J7. 
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immediately 
period during~ o::Lp~ior to,the birth of Shiva Sena. 

As it was notod earlier th~ ,rate of employment 

has been decreRsing. This is ~specially true with respect 

during the period 1966 to 1967, the years of drocght and 

recession. 

1965 

1966 

1967 

-
... 

965,000 

937.000 

()42,000 

The 1961 Census reveals that 44% of tho 

illiterate mtgrant workers came from Maharashtra 

and 28% from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, and 6~ from Andhra. 

As a large nu~ber of Mabarashtrians are illiterate when 

theY come to Bombay their ~mployment opportunities are 

also r~strlcted. 

Zacharia calcutatss1 the correlation co-efficient 

between educational attainfll3nt alld per centage in 

industrial division • 

....... _... ... ... .._ •• , ........ '1'1 ... ~-~___.....-------· .. -" ·-··---~-~ ----------
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table II 

Rank Correlation Co-efficient Between 
Educa tiona 1 Achievement and Industria 1 
Diviaion.in G,tAter B2mRax 1 

-Indust~:ial Diviaiqn lll i't;e•sa te PJ'iiDsJ'Y Matl'i CUlatt Degret 

Manufacturing of • .87 - .54 - .65 .60 
textiles 

Metal and Chemical .62 + .09 + .as + .75 
based manufacturing 

Construction + .37 + .os .... .36 .31 

Commerce 

Service 

Transport 

- .55 + .49 + .12 + .14 

"'*~ .45 - .04 + .16 + .18 

+ .27 - .13 + .16 + .18 

The above table shows the degree of literacy 

required for certain types of industrial divions. Those 

of service. metal and ~hemtcal based manufacturing and 

commerce need literate workers in §reater degrees. 

Now, the following table1w111 give us an idea 

of how the 11 tera te and the ill1tera te migrants from 

the states occupy themselves in the Industries of 

Greater Bombay. 

On analysing the table (No.III at page No.72) 

we find that a large number of Maharashtrians are 

engaged in textile mills where rank correlation co-

efficient with respect to illiteracy is the highest, 

i.e. + .87. Keralites number the most in metal and 

1 Source• Special Migration Table No.IV. Greater Bombay. 
c1 osus of India 19§1• 



N ..... 

Iibll Ng.III 

Per Centage of Migrants from the major states in some of 
:tbe Ins&ugjj;£S.al DJyisigna in yreater Bgmbay (Males oolvl 

State Textile Metal and Cheml cal Construction Commerce Transport Service 
Mi ou fo ciisaro Bastd sngineer1ng 

All States 23.05 18.98 2.74 18.32 11.57 22.21 

Gujarat 12.18 18.31 2.51 40.73 6.~3 16.73 

My sore 14.63 21.25 1.95 13.55 11.50 35.42 

l<erala 10.87 27.48 1.09 15•69 ·10.46 32.36 

Madras 16.14 21.01 3.02 13.08 17.11 26.28 

Andhra 32.24 13.70 16.39 5.92 11.28 18.69 

u.P. and Bihar 29.67 15.87 1.06 20.39 9.80 18.60 

West Bengal 14.08 27.09 1. 21 14.97 11.03 29.71 

Rajasthan and Punjab 11.50 14.06 7.58 30.03 8.74 25.89 

Madhya Pradesh 12.26 18.96 1.81 24.35 14.40 26.39 

Maharashtra 28.90 19.67 2.36 10.21 13.48 22.14 
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chemical based Engineering and also in services whiCh 

require a high degree of literacy. In these professions 

which require a high degree of literacy with the 

exception of Andhra Pradesh, the migrants from the 

South Indian states are higher than Maharashtriana. 

The fOllowing table1 gives us per cent of migrant 

workers in each occupation by State of blrtht 

I.IR1e No.1! 

Per cent of Migrant workers in each 
occupation divi~ion by state of birth, 
in gEI&1a• Bgmhax 

State of Birth Occupation Dlvi sion 

2 . 1 ,2 3 .4 § 6 7 

All States 4.1 4.1 12.4 12.8 4.3 29.2 19.8 14.0 

Ma ha rash tra 3.3 1.8 12.0 5.8 4.2 33.9 24.0 13.5 

Gujarat 6.0 7.0 17.4 29.6 2.7 15.7 11.0 19.5 

My sore 5.5 7.0 18.9 7.8 6.1 20.3 13.2 20.6 

Kerala 4.6 9.1 27.4 9.1 4.4 16.7 9.9 17.9 

Madras 4.6 5.6 14.3 e.o 3.7 23.1 24.6 15.2 

Andhra 2.7 2.8 4.0 4,4 2.5 37.8 34.4 10.8 

U,P, and Bihar 2.0 2.1 4.5 16.7 4.3 27.9 23.8 16.3 

0 - Professional, technical and related workers. 

1 

2 -
3 -
4 -
5) -
&) 
6) 

7 -

Administrative, executive and managerial workers. 

Clerical and related workers. 

Sales workers. 

Workers in transport. 

Craftsmen, production, process workers and 
labourers not elsewhere classified. 

Workers not classifiable by occupation. 



On a preliminary examination of Table No.IV 

we find that the South Indians occupy quite a dominant 

position in categories 1 and 2. We find that in the 

occupational division 5 and 6, relating to craftsmen, 

production workers and workers elsewhere classified, the 

per centage of Marathi is mo~e than that of the •all 

States" per centage. In categories 0 to 4 they are lower 

and the difference is quite large in categories 0 to 3. 

South Indians occupy a better position in respect to 

white collars jobs. Their composition we may say is 

miinly of the middle and lower middle class occupation. 

By matching Table No.II on Rank Correlation Co-efficient 

of Degree of Literacy with Industrial Division and 

Table No.III on per centage of migrants in each of the 

Industrial Divisions we come to this Conclusion. Our 

point is further substantiated by Table No.IV, as has 

been mentioned above. 

However, we must point out that these give us 

only rough tendencies, for we find that the number of 

South Indians is quite high also with respect to 

category 6, which is not supposed to be exactly middle 

class. On strict analysis of our data we may say that 

the South Indians (with the exception of those from 

Andhra Pradesh) lsn4 to be more dominant than Marath1s 

in white collar occupations, though they, 1.e. the South 

Indians, are by no means non-existent in lower class 

occupations. The Marathi man does not have a better 

chance than South Indians in middle class occupations but 
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neither does he overwhelm in .lower class occupations. 

Horizontally, he seems to fare better as we progress 

from occupational division 0 to 7. tt is by no means 

true that South Indians occupy only the better placed 

jobs. As a matter of fact tha per centage of South 

Indians in lower class occupation are higher than those 

in lower middle or middle class occupations. But• 

relatively speaking they seem to be better placed. The 

somewhat anamolous factor, however, is that the 

Gujaratis rarely occupy lower class occupation and belong 

to literate upper class group. The Gujaratls, however, 

are not attacked by the Shiva Sena. The Uttar Pradesh 

migrants are very strong among tte loner cla sa as both 

Tables III 3 nd IV, show, but they are not persecuted or 

atleast not noticed by the Shiva Sana. The Shiva Sena 

apparently places some!mportance on middle levels of 

occupations too. It so happens that the migrants from 

Kera la and Madras have a b ette:r command over the 

English language which makes them acceptabls for posts of 

stenographers and typists as well. The reflection of 

competition at this level 1s seen in one of the pledges 

of the Shlva Sena in the 22 line handbill, mentioned 

earlier, which refers to learning stenotyping or some 

tochnical trade. This perception also explains their 

demand that English be made the medium of instruction 
1 

in Marathi schools 1n Bombay.~ We should note again that 

the Gujaratls are not considered as outsiders by the 

1 Sh1va Sena Speaks. p.47. 
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ShiVa Sena, though their distributions runs on similar 

patterns as those of South Indians and they form a 

substantial proportion of the population of Greater Bombay. 

The other significant factor whi.ch heightens the 

tension among the educated unemployed, is that in Bombay 

the literacy rate 1s fast growing and stands at 63.96% 

in 1971, 1 the per centage for males is 71%. The increase 

ia literacy is mainly among the younger generations 

between the age group 15- 24. They form the bulk of the 

category 'first time unemployed\ i.e. about 74% according 

to an earlier estimate. 2 Especially revealing is that 

of those in this age group who had worked previously 

are as high as 37%. The discontent of this group of 

people could be a vital factor in propelling the Shiva 

Sena. EspeciaUV according to an estimate 80% of Shiva 

Sain1ks during 1966-67 ~,:,(ll'e around 2S years of age. 

~e shall now go a little deeper into the core 

of the support structure of the Shiva Sena. We have so 

far said in a roundabout way of the tansions prevailing 

during the Shiva Sena uprising. We have referred to the 

Shiva Sena's attitude towards the South Indians, the 

Marathi disenchantment about them at the middle class 

level mainly. In this section we will examine the 

1 _fEovi§ional Pqaulatiqn, Tables, Qen§q~ Qf, Ioclh 1 1221· 

2 £§DGUs of 1Qdl£t 12~~· 
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relationship between the popularity of theShiva Sena 

and the various linguistic groups of Bombay- those 

who have been born andbrought up there, and those who 

have migr!tted. We ~hall also see if there are any 

tangible facts expressing the class support and 

popularity of the Shiva Sena. 

We shall first begin at the level of Shakha 

Pramukhs. During my field trip in Bombay I managed to 

have a quick encounter with 87 of the estimated 105 

Shakha Pramukhs. Due to the shortage of time by questions 

to them were restricted and I received answers in yes 

and no fashion. My investigation of them, and the data 

collected thereby were put under seven divisions, 

refer1ng to their (i) Age, (11) Mother Tongue, (111) Educa

tional Qualification. (iv) Job exPerience before bec~m1ng 

Shakha Pramukh, (v) Duration of stay in Bombay, (vi) Politi

cal background of the family, and (vii) Father's income. 

Answers to questions such as father's income were 

somewhat arbitrarily given. One person for instance 

said his father died early and was unemployed. When asked 

for the source of his sustenance, he said that some 

relations and friends helped him. Fe~ difficulties of this 

variety ~ere there. Further, the answers to high, middle 

and low income were given according to respondents own 

criteria. I present the tables below. In some of the 

categories given in the tables V an~ VI (see pagt 76) 1 

could not place some of the answers given by the 

respondents as theY were too vague. Hence 1n some cases 

the responses recorded ao not number upto 87 which is 

the number of Shakha Pramukhc interviewed. 



l!.ill No,y 

No, of Ago 
Shakha 

20-24 25.29 30-34 Pramukbs 
of the 
Sh.iva 
Sen a 12 42 23 

Job Experience 

Yts w -· .. -· !n 

No, of 
-Shakha 
Pramukhs 
of the Shiva 
Sen a 

21 62 

Age, Education and Mother Tongue of 87 Shakha 
Ptamukbs gf ibe Sb\VD Sent iD Qteate, Bom~ay, 

Mother Tongue 

35 and lrlarathi Non- IlliteratePrimary 
AbQl:l Miuo:ijjbl 

4 87 - - 15 

Job Experience, Duration of Stay,_ Father' a 
income and Political Background of the family 
of the Shakha Pramukhs of the Shi va Sena in 
Grga tg: Bomb§ y -

Migrants Non-migrants Father's Income 
Hig b Mj.d d le Low 

13 74 1 43 37 

Education 

Matric Degree/Dip. 

35 32 

Political Background 

lea Ng 

15 72 
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From the Tables No.V and VI it is clear that the 

majority of the Shakha Pramukhs are in the age group 

25-35. Almost all of them are literate with a sizeable 

section who claim to have degrees and diplomas. The 

other 1nterest1ngpo1nt is that most of them have been born 

and brought up in Bombay. The class from which theY came 

or lar9ely the middle and the lower middle class. This 

in itself is not a su~prlsing fact which is peculiar to 

the Shlva Sena. Leaders at this level are normally from 

the lower and lower middle class. The only significant 

points that emerge are (i) their youth, (ii) all of them 

are Marathls, and (iii) over 80% of them are born and 

brought up in Bombay. 

M&&SAS aod Political 

In order to estimate the popularity of the Shiva 

Sena 1 have taken the vot!ng figures as indicator of 

popularitY. l have studied the 1968 mun1c%)al council 

election. I have calcUlated the rank correlation 

co-efficient between voting for Shiva Sena and the linguis

tic group of Bombay in terms of (1) those born and 

brought up in Bo~bay. and (ii) of those who have 

migrated to Bombay. This wa& made in order to bring out 

in relief the regional and or linguistic nature of the 

movement. I have also calcUlated the rent eoeelat1on 

co-efficient between voting for the Shiva Sena and a 

sample survey of the levels of income of Greater Bombay. 

I present the rank correlation metrices below not only 

in terms of the Shiva Sena but also of the other major 
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parties who contested the elections for the readers who 

may wish to in~rpret something from the. For myself 

I will restrain ~o pure interpretation of the figu~es in 

connection with the Shiva Sena alone • 

• !Able. N0 ,,VI,I 

Rank correlation coefficient between 
votes polled for the Shiva Sena and 
6ther majo~ parties• and the linguistic 
groups of those born and brought up 
in g,at~er BQmhay 

' ...... 
Pol it !cal 
hnL-

Mara: thi Gujarat1 
.......... _,, 

South 
.!D<i1gna* 

Utt~r 
P~:tdeab 

Shlva Sena + .95 - + .52 + 

Con9ress .. .66 + ,54 ... • 4 -
Kana Sangha + .. 467 + .367 + .039 + 

Swatantra - .11 + .55 0 + 

s.s.P. • .783 + .267 + .034 + 

P,S,.P, + .167 + ,367 - ,483 + 

Communist + .559 - .208 + .059 + 
Party of India 

Now we present the rank correlation coefficient 

matr1c between the linguistic breakup of the Greater 

Bombay m19rants and voting for tho Shiva Sena. 

.34 

,66 

• 3 

.234 

.489 

• 1 

.192 

*South Indaius composed <"f those from Tamil Nadu, 
Mysore, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala, the four major 
South Indian states. 
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Tablg No.11-!!ll 

Rank co~trelation coefficient 
between votes polled for Shiva 
S~na and other llajor parties 
and the 1 in9u1st1c breakup ot 
mts z i! n t..a \9 G:eote.r i!gmbay1 

........ ...... !IIi Iii ..... -Politiea 1 Party Ma~athi Guja 1·a ti Uttar South 

- .....,..,.,. .......... ,. f.~ftdt:th I,ndiftfl! 

" 
Sh!Va Sena + .209 - .416 w .539 + .45 

Con9reas · + .. 15 + •. 44 ... • 33 - .59 

Jana Sangha + • 33 + .. 59 - • 21 + • 9 

Swatantra ... • 17 + • 52 - • 7 + .02 

s.s.P. + • 33 + • 35 + • 19 + .14 

P.S.P,. + • 26 + .492 - • OS - .13 

Communist + .. 15 .. • 28 + • 25 - .04 
Party of India 

The following table relates to the eorrelDtion 

coefficient between the popularity of theSh!va Sana and 

the levelS of income. 

Jablg Np, IX 

Party 

Shlva Sena 

V. S. P. 

Jana Sangha 

Congrose 

Swatantra 

s.s.P. 

Communist 
Par tv of India 

Rank correlation coefficient Matr1c 
betwean votes pollod for Shlva Sena 
and the other major parties, and the 
J.evol s Q f 1ocome .. Ln Grea1;ar Bgmaax , 

I n c o me 
Jjigb Migdl,! I-AII 

.08 + .04 .08 

+ • 1 + .27 + .05 

- .06 + .04 + .• 05 

·1- .07 - .11 + .17 

+ .34 - .33 - .36 

+ .35 - .03 .. .01 

• 45 + .012 .05 
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On analysing the data p~~pre-page a few 
" 

significant points may be reviewed. (1) The relationship 

with Marathi and Shiva Sena performance is very strong, 

as high as + .,95, (ti) theother interesting fact is 

th8t even the South Indians vote quite highly for 

Shi va Sena. The rank coll"rel<d:.ion for their votin~l 

for Sh1Va Sena is + .52, (iii) the rAarathis who h:ave 

baen born and brought ~p 1n Bombay vote more for Shi va 

Sena than the migrante. The migrants correlations stands 

at • .209, which shows a positive direction but 

:i.ns1gni f1 cant correla t!on ~M.ge.&A4i.a superseding the 

migrants South Indians prefer Shiva Sena for voting 

figures shows even a higher eorrelnt1on (of + .45) than 

that of the Marath1s1 (tv) by examing the rank 

correlation with respect to household income we find 

that the ~~iva Sena voting figures have a megative 

low rank co-efrS.cient correlation with high and low 

incose, standing at - .oe and - .os, respectively, 

and positive but low rank correlation with middle 

income group, (v) the Gujarati settlers in Bombay are 

strongly against Shivr. Sena with a negative yet 

significant correlation of • .75. EVen the migrants 

GujaratiG are not for Shiva Sen3. Their rank correlation 

being - .416. 

The attitude of the migrant groups of various 

categories toward Shiva Sana iG farther corroborated 

when we examine the rank correlation coefficient of 

the migrants by period of stay with their preferences 

for Sh1Va Sena Table No.X below presents the fJ.gures. 
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Rank Correlation Coefficient between 
votes polled for the Sh1va Sena and 
the major linguistic groups of Bombay 
s;.s;..qa.&:dAra ,1,o per1gg ... gf it~.. ... ........ 

- Roriod of Stay 

LG$$ than 1-5 6-10 11-~5 16 years 
onz l!.2!i.:t ·.UHU:J" Mx.e~.ta xeAta i.QQXI 

Marathi ,07 - + 

Gujarati - .63 - .• 83 - • 8 - .16 

Uttar Pradesh • .17 ... .16 0 + .45 + .42 

South lnda1ns + + .54 + .37 + .49 + .30 

At this stage we do not know of the other 

va?i&bles which guido the South Indians to vote for the 

Sh1va Sena. This needs to be gon& into with an antirely 

different frame of reference. •ve have also noted that 

the cless suppo~t of the ShiVa Ser.a is ot the moment not 

quite in har~ony with our postulated hypothesis. Though 

the relationship is positive between pre:!erence for the 

Shivo Sena and middle class income (as compared to the 

negative direction of the other two classes), yet it is 

and 

not as significant as we had suppp?&$d it would have been. 
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CHAPTER PIX& 

§UMMING UP 

In the last three chapters we have touched upon 

various aspects of the Shiva Sena. There is enough 

evidence pointing out to the fact that the Shiva Sena is 

a movement arising from a deepfelt need of the masses in 

Bombay. In Chapter III we have stressed mainly on the 

ideological performance of the Shiva Sena, and noted 

the gradual transition~ in its stances, from more 

regional to regional-political to political. 

The experience of Bal Thackeray who served as 

a journalist under South Indians helped building up the 

anti-South Indians feeling in 1he Shiva Sena, as 

propagated by the Marmik earlier. The hatred of the 

South Indians was mainly manifested in the middle class 

occupation of the white collar category. Though, we 

have noted that the South Indians in absolute terms 

occupy strong enough position at all levels• The 

question then arises of occupational competition. It is 

true that in white collar oocupations the competition 

is stiffer, selection being based on the criteria of 

achievement. This is only as far as we can talk of the 

middle class element of the Shiva Sena. We shall come 

to this later. 
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Now we may analyse the class oritentation of the 

Shiva Sena. As we said above, the class orientation 

comprises of three factors• 

i The economic background of the Shiva Sena; 

ii The class lines that it follows theoretically, 

i.e. its class alliance and class antagonism; and 

iii ihe class of the masses that are attracted to the 

Shtva Sena or repulsed by it. 

We have noted the situation in Bombay when the 

Shiva Sena came up. We find that the factors, such as 

population, number of migrants, physical condition of 

workers, etc., are not correlated with growth of Shiva 

Sena movement. We have shown that the conditions, such 

as shortage of space, over-population and migration 

remained more or less constant all along the years that the 

Shiva Sena grew in strength. As a matter of fact the 

rate of migration dUring the period 1951-61 had even gone 

down. As ShiVa Sena highlights its antagonism toward& the 

outsiders, this tends to be asignificant point. 

What we feel, acted as a vital factor in the rise 

of the Shiva Sena, is the sudden recession, and 

retrenchment of w orkere. It is this phenomenon that may 

have worked up the crisis. In such a situation any 

movement has two alternatives, either (1) to strengthen 

the existing frame or structure of (ii) to work against 

ltt to overthrow it. Shiva Sena chose the former. Its 
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patronizatlon by the state power and also by monopolists 

reveals that if there is any class element, it is a 

rightist one. The extremist rightism 1 s further 

accentuated by the ideological pronou~cement of the Shlva 

Sena, \'hich attack.ed the Communist Working Class Unions, 

and supported the Capitalist and State Powers. Further, 

the Shiva Sena does not support strikes.and are notorious 

lor "blacklegging~ and strike breaking actiVities. 

What is the actual social composition of the 

Shiva Sena functionaries? From a survey of 87 Shlva 

Sa inik Shakha Pramukhs • 1 t was revea 1 ed that they are 

mostly literate and come from lower middle classes. 

This in itself is not a startling fact, as leaders on 

this lovel are normally from th•se origins. The only 

two significant factors are their relative youthfulness 

and 'their linguistic confinement to the Marathis. The 

Sh1Va Sainiks generally belong to the age group 25 to 35 

and all of them are Marathls. 

Next. by seeing the actual mass popularity of the 

Shiva Sena we come to the followingtentat1ve conclusions. 

It may be sald that the Shiva Sena is strongly 

dependent on Marathis for their support. But this does 

not make them a 100% linguistic movement. Our ranlc 

correlation with Marathi migrants shows that it is very 

low. This reveals that being a Marath1 alone does not mean 

strong ties with Shiva Sena, but being a Marath1 who 18 

born and brought up 1n Bombay does. We had noted 

earlier the preponderance of young unemployed workers in 
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Bombay within the age group of 30. They are also the 

people brought up in Bombay while their fathers were 

migrants, some of whom who had stayed for 16 years and 

above. We may infer that this youthful unemployed group 

may have fo•madthe main support base of the Shiva Sena. 

The point remains that it is the settlers of Bombay, those 

Marathi born and brought up in Bombay who make up the 

active supporters of Shlva Sena. This shows that Shiva 

Sena does have an ext stentia 1 moorings for 1 ts growth. 

It is, there fore, a regions 1 movement. 

However~ upto date there have been no strikes and 

agitations staged by the Shiva Sena to press for 80~ jobs 

for Marathis. TheY have exclaimed this to be their 

specific aim. As a matter of fact their anti-working 

class sympathy has not lost them much support from the 

lower class as my correlation matrix shows. The 

correlation table shows only that Shiva Sena during 1968, 

was a generaly felt need by most of the Marathis who have 

been born and brought up in Bombay, and more by the 

middle classes, though not overwhelmingly. It is true, 

therefore, that the petit bourgeouise and the middle 

classes reacted more strongly than' the other classes in 

favour of Shiva Sena, perhaps because they felt that 

t~,Y were being deprived and Shiva Sena would be their 

active agent. The fear of South Indians domination was 

probably felt more on this levelt and also that the 

Trade Union and Working Class actiVities were a threat to 

~ae small businessman. 
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Is Shiva Sena fascist? By examining the class 

support we mav say that theY have for their support more 

or less the Marath1 discontented strata who have been 

born and brought up in Bombay and come largely from the 

middle classes. In spite of Shiva Sena's strong anti

Communist and anti-Trade Union lines it had the support 

of the Working Class, or atleaat the Working Class wel'e 

not against it. Is it true, therefore, as R.P. Dutt says, 

that a fascist movement X"ises with the lethargy of 

WorkingClass leadership in a period in which it can 

march forward? The class element o.f fasciO)n relies 

mainly on a strong sense of primordial loyalities, 

loyaltiea of a region, favoured by certain actual 

grievances which arise from the economic system. 

Fascism does not propagate to set this system right, 

but X"emove the contradiction posed to the system within 

the system, through extremist rightism and dictatorial 

au thor 1 t 1 e a. 

The Shive Sena is not a fascist organization 

to that extent of NSDAP, or Mussolini's Fascist regime. 

It is on a very small scale, but lo a miniature it 

represents similar tendencies. 

From our brief study the fOllowing conclusions 

emerge • 

1 Shiva Sena 1s a movement strongly supported 

by the Marathis born and brought up in Bombay 

of whom the si2eable section are very young 

and vnemployed. 



11 The Marathi migrants do not support Shiva 

Sena to a significant extent. 

iii We cannot say strictly that the Shiva Sena 

is a middle class or upper or lower class 

movement• though the middle class is its, 

as our correlation matrix shows, positive 

supporter. 
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iv Shiva Sena professes to be a movement to 

protect the right of Marathl youth and to 

fight Communism. Bal Thackeray had said that 

if the Government of India banishes the 

D.M.K. and the Communist parties he would 

disband the Shiva Sena. 

v Progressively the Shiva Sena has shed much 

of its anti-South lndiens stand and 

c~ncentrated on anti-leftism. 

v1 Essentially, the Sh1va Sena exhibits Fascist 

characteristics. 

Many of the allusions and popular notions 

. regarding the Shtva Sena which I thought to be true 

and were part of my hypotheses have been disproved. 

Some of these are t 

1 that Shiva Sena is a purely linguistic 

movement attracting only and all the Marathis 

in Bombayt those who have settled there and 

also t.hose who have migrated to BombayJ 
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11 that it is strongly a middle class movement, and 

iii that it has verY low or significant negative 

relationship with the Working Classes. Its 

support is from the orthodox and traditional, 

profession~! Marath1s. 

The surprising and somewhat unexpected data on 

the South Indians show that the South Indians vote is 

quite high for the Shiva Sena, 1 higher than those for 

U.P. and rnuch higher than of the Gujaratis. This is 

especially surprising as the Shiva Sain1ks1 have carried 

on mass antipathy towards them. Dimensions of this 

phenomenon may be further explored. There may be three 

possible reasonss 

1 The South Indians vote for Shiva Sena as they 

are afraid of persecution, and want to live 

with their aritagonist& as beat as possible. 

Many Udipi restaurants in Bombay during the 

period 1968-70, carried a notice saying a 

!ltb tbD ~e,rn1§aago af Sbl~i ~eD~· 

ii They fOrm social contacts with Marathi youth 

and gradually lose their sense of being South 

lndiansa and 

111 Other reaaons. 

trw ere not expressing any opinions on this, but the 

1 This calls the lie to Thakceray•s statement that in 
the South Indians constituencies of Bombay theY are 
voting ior Menon because he is a South Indian. 
!he Jana Sangha's Otgtnlz~~ of 9th April 1967 wrote 



data pattern shows that the relationship of South 

Indians with Shiva Sena is not as simple as it 

· appeared. 

Our hypotheses have been quite modified by 

the study and are more focussed. The directions are 

clearer. That is all we have accomplished. 
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that tho South Indians instoad of dividing 
politically stand solidly behind prominent 
irrespective of their political need. See 
~t:n§ Whx and Wb~ N~t? op.cit. p.l7-lO. 

themselves 
South 1nd ians 
also .§hlYA 
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